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Abstract
Solar farms like the Gold Tree Solar Farm at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo have difficulty delivering a
consistent level of power output. Cloudy days can trigger a significant drop in the utility of a farm’s solar
panels, and an unexpected loss of power from the farm could potentially unbalance the electrical grid.
Being able to predict these power output drops in advance could provide valuable time to prepare a grid
and keep it stable. Furthermore, with modern data analysis methods such as machine learning, these
predictions are becoming more and more accurate – given a sufficient data set. The purpose of the
project presented in this report is to create a data set that can be used to train a machine learning
algorithm to make these predictions.
We began our approach to creating the TSI with extensive research on rugged data acquisition systems.
This research then paved the way for preliminary designs and prototypes. After some final refinements,
we are confident that we have created a data acquisition system capable of lasting at least a week at the
Gold Tree Solar Farm with no human intervention. This system is waterproof, weatherproof, and animal
proof. It also features robust code to allow it to capture images for extended periods of time.

Introduction
We have worked with our sponsor Dr. Jacques Belanger to continue Mr. Weston Montgomery’s masters’
thesis, the Total Sky Imager (TSI) system. Our goal this year included fortifying the TSI against weather
effects such as rain, dirt, heat, and animal interference. The system had to also run independently from
human intervention at the Gold Tree Solar Farm. Finally, the TSI needed to capture and store a picture
of the sky at frequent regular intervals while there is daylight.
We have created a total sky imager system that can take sets of images every 30 seconds, during every
hour of daylight, for at least a week. While we cannot provide absolute proof that the system can last
longer, we highly believe that the TSI will be able to continue taking images for longer than 2 weeks.
Our senior project report combines four important documents that we have created throughout the
past three quarters, beginning with the Scope of Work, followed by the Preliminary Design Review,
Critical Design Review, and ending with the Final Design Review. For ease of use, we’ve included a short
description of each document below.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Scope of Work – This document covers initial research and development of the TSI system.
It also covers the initial scope of our project.
Preliminary Design Review – This document outlines a preliminary design for our TSI
system, including concept design and justification.
Critical Design Review – This document describes the full details of our design, along with
plans for testing and manufacturing.
Final Design Review – This document covers our final design, including tests, manufacturing,
and a user manual.

We are grateful to our instructor Dr. Schuster for assisting us throughout all three quarters and
providing valuable engineering insight. We would also like to thank our sponsor Dr. Belanger for his
continued support on our project.
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Abstract
Solar farms like the Gold Tree Solar Farm at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo face regular difficulty
delivering a consistent level of power output. A day turning cloudy can trigger a significant drop
in the utility of a farm’s solar panels, and an unexpected loss of power from the farm could
potentially unbalance the electrical grid that it is feeding. Being able to predict these power
output drops in advance could provide valuable time to prepare a grid and keep it stable.
Furthermore, with modern data analysis methods such as machine learning, these predictions are
becoming more and more accurate - given a sufficient data set. Our role in this project is to
create a data set that can be used to train a machine learning algorithm.
As of November 8, 2021, many tasks were accomplished to further the progress of the project.
Research was conducted by all members of the team. This research encompassed existing
products and patents, sponsor meetings, and meetings with professors and the author of the TSI’s
original thesis. Once research was complete, the original scope of work was written, followed by
ideation and a concept prototype plan.
This Scope of Work documents the project plan for the Total Sky Imager project. The intent of
this text is to demonstrate our understanding of the problems that we will be solving, the analysis
that we have performed on these problems, and the process that we intend to follow for the
completion of the project.
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1. Introduction
In June 2021, Mr. Weston Montgomery submitted his thesis entitled “Implementing a data
acquisition system for the training of cloud coverage neural networks”. The goal of his thesis
was to use cloud image data to train a neural network to better predict cloud coverage 15-30
minutes into the future. This type of technology could be helpful in power management for solar
fields. With better weather prediction tools, solar fields could anticipate dips in power generation
and act accordingly to ensure that the power grid remains stable. Despite the progress made in
Mr. Montgomery’s thesis, there is still plenty room for improvement. These improvements will
be discussed in the following paragraph.
Dr. Jacques Belanger, Mr. Montgomery’s thesis advisor, has tasked us with addressing multiple
aspects of the total sky imaging system (TSI). We must fortify the TSI against weather effects
such as rain, dirt, heat, and animal interference. The system must also run independent from
humans for at least two weeks in the Gold Tree Solar Farm. Finally, the TSI needs to take and
store a picture of the sky every minute of daylight.
The Scope of Work document will consist of multiple sections. In the Background section, we
will discuss what research was done and define our technical challenge in detail. In the Project
Scope, we will go over the needs, desired functions, and planned deliverables of the TSI system.
In the Objective section, we will describe our goals and constraints. Finally, in our Project
Management section, we will define our planned design process.

2. Background
This Background section will cover all aspects of our research. This includes stakeholder needs
and wants, existing solutions, and technical research.

2.1 Stakeholders/Need Research
The first step in our research was to meet with our sponsor, Dr. Belanger. During our initial
meeting we learned that the overall goal for our team was to make sure the TSI system could
obtain quality images of the sky for at least two weeks. Some of the biggest challenges for this
project include an inability to change the camera settings easily, the battery shutting off
consistently, and environmental factors that could damage our system.
After meeting with Dr. Belanger, we met with the former student who started the project, Weston
Montgomery. Mr. Montgomery provided guidance on future design directions that we could take
the project. One possible decision would be to use a microcontroller such as a Nucleo or Arduino
rather than a Raspberry Pi [1][2]. Another decision concerns whether data is stored locally or is
transmitted to be stored somewhere else. One final decision involves either picking a different
camera or making our own camera system using a fisheye lens and a microcontroller. In addition
to the previously mentioned design choices, future research includes looking into a Poly Case,
using radio instead of LTE, UV protective coating for the camera lens, and testing the battery. A
concern brought up with the previous system was that the use of LTE to broadcast the images
became expensive over time.
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2.2 Existing Solutions
One of the ways to protect a Raspberry Pi from the environment is with the use of a Poly Case
[3]. Poly Case is a brand that specializes in protecting electronic components in multiple
environments. One of the requirements is that our protective case be waterproof. Creating a
waterproof casing from scratch is a notoriously difficult task, and thus Poly Case or a similar
product could be a possible option for protecting our Raspberry Pi.

Figure 1. Poly Case. [3]

Figure 2. Raspberry Pi [21]

Two similar projects that we found that are comparable to our own are a Wildfire Detection
System [4] and a Beehive Monitor [5]. The Wildfire Detection System is an early wildfire
detection device consisting of a Raspberry Pi camera, a LiPO battery, a solar panel, and various
other sensors. One interesting takeaway of this project is that this device uses Bluetooth to access
the Raspberry Pi. Currently, the TSI camera uses LTE to access the Raspberry Pi. This is an
interesting route that requires more research. This project also had every component built into
one enclosure. While their construction didn’t seem as robust as we’d like ours to be, it still
provided us with valuable insight. The second project, a Beehive Monitor, used ethernet and WiFi to send data. This is much closer to the current method used by the TSI.
Another existing solution that we found addresses the problem of protecting the system’s camera
lens from the elements, such as UV rays, dust, and debris [6]. An article gives several strategies
for keeping a car’s headlights clear and effective. The technique most relevant to the Total Sky
Imager system involves coating the headlights in protective coatings. These protective coatings
have the capacity to protect a car’s headlights from the elements and thus could be used on our
own camera’s lens. There are plenty of similar existing products that can create hydrophobic and
scratch resistant coatings. [7][8].

2.3 Helpful Patents
We used patents to gain inspiration on tackling multiple design challenges. The first design
challenge involved protecting the camera lens. We approached this design challenge in different
ways, and our patent research reflects our different approaches.
The first approach focused on a more mechanical solution – i.e., covers and lens wipers. One
patent showcases a stopper for a beverage container [9]. While at first glance, this may seem
unrelated to our project, a similar mechanism could be used to cover the lens between each
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picture being taken. Another possibility to address the lens dirtying up would be to use a lens
wiper, similar to ones existing on car windshields [10]. This second patent showcases a
specialized lens wiper that can be fitted on spherical lenses – perfect for our application.

Figure 3. Beverage Lid Stopper [9]

Figure 4. Spherical Lens Wiper [10]

Another possible patent that could be beneficial is a patent for a removable anchoring system
[11]. This patent is relevant as one of our design challenges is to prevent the TSI from getting
knocked over, whether by wind, wildlife, or other causes. By using a similar anchor system, we
can prevent the possibility of the TSI system getting knocked over.
There is also the possibility of the battery or other electronic equipment overheating. One patent
uses a passive cooling system inside of a container with closed tubes containing fluid built inside
of the walls [12]. A similar design could be used to keep our electronics cool while they remain
outside.
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Figure 5. Removable Anchoring System

Figure 6. Passive Cooling System

One patent that we found is a patent for “total sky imaging and spectral radiance measurement”
[13]. This patent was interesting as its design seemed very similar to our own as it was designed
to use a camera and several sensors for the purpose of tracking clouds and performing analysis.
This patent differed from our own project as it seems they built the whole system themselves and
implemented several specialized sensors that assist in cloud tracking, whereas our current system
only utilizes a camera bought from AXIS. This direction could be interesting if we would like to
implement more sensors that could help improve the accuracy of our cloud tracking.
A final patent that we thought was interesting was a patent for a bird repelling system [14]. The
system in the patent uses a motor to make noise and visual stimulus that repels birds. Repelling
birds is one of our possible goals in this project, and this patent helped provide some inspiration
for how we may do that.

2.4 Technical Research
2.4.1 Heat Transfer
One possible technical challenge we may face relates to heat transfer. To be better prepared, our
main source of information on heat transfer will be Theodore Bergman and Adrienne Lavine’s
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer [15]. The forms of heat transfer that will likely occur
within our system are radiation, convection, and conduction. The largest mode of heat transfer in
our system is likely radiation, since the TSI will be under the sun all day. However, other modes
of heat transfer will need to be considered. Convection of air over our components will likely
have to be used to cool our system, either through passive or active convection. Conduction will
also have to be considered if different components are placed next to each other.
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2.4.2 Mechanical Design
One of the smaller technical challenges is to prevent the camera from falling. Whether that be
from wind, wildlife, or another factor. This will require knowledge of statics and dynamics as
well as mechanics. We also must determine our factors of safety to guarantee our requirement of
staying up is met.
As mentioned in our existing solutions section, one solution to protecting the camera lens is
using a UV protective coating. Two articles demonstrate protective coatings that we may want to
use on our own camera lens. The first is a UV protective coating that can be applied to heat
sensitive materials while being fully transparent [19]. This type of coating could be beneficial in
our solution as it is transparent, allowing for use over the camera lens. Another possible coating
claims to be scratch resistant and transparent for use on polycarbonate [20]. Since all coatings
degrade over time, we would have to replace the coatings every now and then. We will run tests
over winter break to determine the degradation of selected coatings.
2.4.3 Computing
The Total Sky Imager system will very likely require some sort of electronic logic device to
control the periodic capturing, processing, and storing of sky images from the camera. One of the
main candidates for this electronic logic device is the Raspberry Pi, a type of single-board
computer that is easy to transport and easy to use. We have collected research on the Raspberry
Pi’s various uses [21], as well as documentation for several the Python libraries that would be
utilized in the Raspberry Pi’s code base [22]. We anticipate that further research on
microcontrollers and other portable computers could be beneficial.
Another logic device that could be utilized for this system is a STM32 Nucleo microcontroller
[23]. These Nucleo boards would provide options for image capture, processing, and storage like
the Raspberry Pi, although they would likely not work as well with more complicated IP
Cameras like that used in Weston Montgomery’s thesis. It would also be more difficult to
program and connect to the other components.
2.4.4 Data Transfer
The issue of storing the sky image data gathered by this system as well as making it available for
Machine Learning model training comes with several technical alternatives that we have
researched and analyzed. Each of these options come with various tradeoffs including cost,
complexity, energy consumption, and in person maintenance.
One possible solution for tracking the data involves plugging a USB Flash Drive into a
Raspberry Pi to store the images that are being frequently captured. This method is both cost and
energy effective and relatively simple to implement. The main downside of this method is that
the Flash Drive will run out of space eventually, at which time someone will have to come and
physically download the contends of the drive, clear it, and replace it in the system. However,
with the exceptionally spacious Flash Drives available on the market today as well as advanced
data compression tools, the system’s data collection period could realistically be extended to a
long enough time to make this option quite viable.
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Another option that we have explored is some sort of remote data transfer method. The main
strategies for incorporating remote data transfer into this system include paying for wireless
internet access creating our own radio or microwave data transmission system for the device to
send images from. While these methods would be more costly and more complex than using a
simple Flash Drive, they would eliminate the need for manual data recovery. In the case of
internet access especially, remote data transfer would drastically decrease data volume constrains
and allow for more quality data to be collected more frequently.

3. Project Scope
The purpose of the project scope is to outline the needs and wants of stakeholders, desired
functions of our system, and our planned deliverables for the project. To help better
communicate these requirements, the Project Scope includes a boundary sketch, listed
stakeholder needs and wants, a functional decomposition, and clear project deliverables.

3.1 Boundary Sketch
As part of our project scope, a boundary sketch was developed. The boundary sketch is a simple
visualization of how our system may interact with the environment it is placed in. As can be seen
in the figure below, a boundary has been placed around the TSI system. Objects outside the
boundary can still interact with the system but are things we cannot control. Anything inside the
boundary are things we can control.
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Figure 5. Boundary Sketch

3.2 Stakeholder Needs and Wants
This section includes Dr. Belanger’s needs and wants for the Total Sky Imager system. A need is
defined as a system requirement, whereas a want is considered a goal that is not necessary for the
final system but would improve the system. The needs and wants can be used in the house of
quality, which helps our team design our system. By taking all needs and wants into
consideration, we can determine and prioritize certain functions to ensure a successful product.
3.2.1 Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Taller than 8 ft.
Capable of one-person installation.
Change settings easily while device is connected.
Battery needs to stay on during use.
System needs to stay upright for up to two weeks.
System needs to be protected from environmental factors such as animals.
System must stay running without intervention for extended periods of time.

3.2.2 Wants
•
•
•
•

Change camera settings automatically to improve image quality.
Lens to be protected.
More user-friendly software (easy to change system settings).
Remote data transfer (i.e. Cloud photos).

3.3 Functional Decomposition
The functional decomposition is a graphical tool used to break each function into a sub function.
For example, the main function of our project is to continuously capture sky images. This can be
broken down into different sub-functions, such as how the system is set up, how it should run
without intervention, and how it will obtain images of the sky. Each of these sub-functions can
then further be broken down. The functional decomposition is a useful tool to understand how all
functions of our system interact with one-another and relate to the whole.

Figure 6. Functional Decomposition

3.4 Planned Deliverables
The main goal of this project is to produce a working TSI system that improves upon the design
initially proposed and implemented by Weston Montgomery for his Master’s Thesis. By the end
of this project, the sponsor can expect a new working system designed to frequently and
continuously capture quality images of the sky. These images can be used effectively for the
training of a Machine Learning model to predict solar panel power output.
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4. Objectives
4.1 Problem Statement
Dr. Belanger needs a better way to collect sky data on a consistent, minute by minute basis for an
extended period. The images are to be used in conjunction with a machine learning algorithm to
predict cloud cover 15-30 minutes in the future. The current system is flawed in multiple ways.
UV damage from the sun causes the photo quality to decrease, the battery may experience
overheating, and the current software used to adjust camera settings is not user friendly.

4.2 QFD Process
While our problem statement defined multiple constraints for the TSI system, it still offered
plenty of flexibility for design creativity. Using what we learned through our background
research, drafting of the problem statement, and multiple interviews with our sponsor, we were
able to construct a House of Quality. The House of Quality can be viewed in the Appendix 9.1.
We began our QFD by defining our customers. Our primary customer was our sponsor, Dr.
Belanger. Secondary customers included Dr. Pantoja and graduate students. Dr. Pantoja will be
involved in processing our data and creating the machine learning algorithm. We also decided on
including machine learning hobbyists as a potential future customer.
After defining customers, we defined our customer requirements. These were created based on a
needs/wants list we obtained from our sponsor Dr. Belanger.
Next, we defined current products to use as a comparison. Despite our many hours of research,
we were unable to find any sky surveillance systems to compare to. The closest system to ours
would be normal surveillance systems. However, these are meant to be facing down and
connected to a centralized system. Typical surveillance systems would not experience the
amount of direct solar radiation our system will. Luckily, since our project is based on improving
an early design, we used the current TSI system as our sole ‘competing’ product.
We then defined our engineering specifications based on the customer requirements. We created
these specifications so that every customer requirement would have at least one moderate
correlation to a specification. 8/10 of our customer requirements had a strong correlation to an
engineering specification. This will aid in compartmentalizing our design process. The
engineering specifications are as follows:
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Table 1: Engineering Specifications Table
Spec. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Specification
Description
Weight
Cost
Data Quality
Prediction Quality
Capture rate
Time to set up
Code readability
Component
temperature
Running time
Power consumption
Camera height
Data transfer
capability

Requirement or
Target
50 lbf
$4000
Full images
30 min in advance
2 photos per min
30 minutes
Fully commented
Temperature that
battery shuts off
2 weeks
100 W
8 ft
2 photos per min

Tolerance Risk* Compliance**
Max
Max
Max
±10
Max
Min
n/a
Max

L
L
L
H
M
H
L
M

I
A
A, I
I
T
T
A, I
T

Min
Max
Min
Max

H
L
L
M

T
T
I
T

*Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (T) Test, (I) Inspection

We will delve into further detail of our high-risk specifications below:
•

•

•

Prediction Quality: This is a high-risk specification due to the chaotic nature of weather
patterns. We are also only partially in control of this specification since a separate team
will be developing the machine learning algorithm. The best way that we can try to meet
the target for this specification is to design a system that will provide the highest quality
and volume of data that we can.
Time to set up: This is a high-risk specification since a 5-minute set-up is very ambitious.
There are multiple components to the TSI system, including a solar panel, electronics
box, and tripod. Creating a 5-minute set up time will require us to excel at streamlining
all components of the system.
Running time: This is a high-risk specification due to possible unforeseen problems.
There is a lot that must go right for the TSI to be self-sufficient for 2 weeks. There are
many more things that could go wrong, including a dead battery, an animal chewing up
wires, electronics overheating, etc.

5. Project Management
The design process of our project will be divided into several parts. The first part consists of the
initial research process. This included meeting with the sponsor, Dr. Belanger, and any other
stakeholders in the project. For the similar product and technical research, we divided up the
major topics that pertain to this project. We each found 5 similar products, 5 patents, and 5
pieces of technical information that relate to our topics. The next part of the process was defining
our project scope. This section mainly consists of the Scope of Work, in which we define project
progress and deliverables.
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After writing the Scope of Work, the next big step is the preliminary design review. Before the
PDR, however, we will be completing multiple intermediary steps. These include organizing a
concept prototype plan, which as of November 8 has been completed, followed by the building
of the actual concept prototype. Since it makes little sense to make a concept prototype of our
entire TSI system, we will be creating concept prototypes of our functions. Then, we will run an
experiment where we will determine to what degree overheating will be an issue. The results of
this experiment will be used to design an appropriate cooling system. Over winter break, we will
be performing tests of different lens coatings. The next steps will be as follows:
•
•
•

•

During winter quarter, we will begin the build phase, in which we will purchase the
necessary components to build our system.
The next phase of the design process is the testing phase. In this phase we will ensure our
design met the required specifications.
The next major milestone of the design process is the critical design review. In this part
of the process, we will further analyze our prototype and create the critical design review
report.
Lastly, the final milestone of our project is the final design review. These major
deliverables are also summarized below in our deliverables timetable.
Table 2: Deliverables Timetable.

Phase
Preliminary

Critical

Final

Task
Concept Prototype
Preliminary Design Review
Part Selection
Manufacturing Plan
Critical Design Review
Prototype Build
Prototype Test
Final Design Review

Date
11/9/21
11/18/21
1/20/22
1/27/22
2/11/22
4/21/22
5/12/22
6/3/22

Our progress on each of these deliverables will be frequently updated in our team’s Gantt Chart
as seen in the Appendix 9.2.

6. Conclusion
Our design challenge is to improve the existing TSI system created by Mr. Weston Montgomery.
Dr. Jacques Belanger has requested that we weatherize the system and create a data acquisition
method to take and store pictures of the sky for every minute of daylight. The purpose of this
document was to outline our research and work conducted, and define the next steps needed to
produce a successful final product. Our next project deliverable is the preliminary design review
(PDR) and will be due by the end of Fall quarter. We hope that our Scope of Work was helpful
for our sponsor.
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Appendix
A. QFD House of Quality Table
Included below is the House of Quality table from the Quality Function Deployment process.

1

B. Project Gantt Chart
Included below is the Gantt Chart describing out project’s planned timeline, tasks, and
milestones.

2
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Abstract
Solar farms like the Gold Tree Solar Farm at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo face regular difficulty delivering a
consistent level of power output. A day turning cloudy can trigger a significant drop in the utility of a
farm’s solar panels, and an unexpected loss of power from the farm could potentially unbalance the
electrical grid that it is feeding. Being able to predict these power output drops in advance could provide
valuable time to prepare a grid and keep it stable. Furthermore, with modern data analysis methods
such as machine learning, these predictions are becoming more and more accurate - given a sufficient
data set. Our role in this project is to create a data set that can be used to train such a machine learning
algorithm.
Dr. Jacques Belanger has requested of us to create a system that can collect pictures of the sky on a
minute-by-minute basis. This Preliminary Design Review documents our preliminary planned design for
a system to accomplish this function, as well as the entire concept development plan. Steps taken by us
to develop an optimal design for this system include multiple ideation stages, Pugh matrix analysis, and
weighted decision matrix analysis. These intensive processes were essential in generating a large mass
of diverse design options and then ranking, eliminating, and combining them based on the system
specifications until we found a concrete design decision.
This Preliminary Design Review details this design development process and justifies the chosen
direction with analysis and data. Additionally, current issues with planned solutions are discussed, and
plans for future tests are outlined in thorough detail. It is our hope that this justification proves
significant enough to earn the approval of our sponsor, Dr. Jacques Belanger, that we may move
forward with the chosen design.
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1. Introduction
We are undertaking the mission of addressing multiple aspects of the total sky imaging system (TSI). We
must fortify the TSI against weather effects such as rain, dirt, heat, and animal interference. The system
must also run independent from humans for at least two weeks in the Gold Tree Solar Farm. Finally, the
TSI needs to take and store a picture of the sky every minute of daylight. The main goal of our project is
to collect pictures on a minute-by-minute basis. The project scope has not changed since the Scope of
Work document was submitted.
The Preliminary Design Review document covers multiple sections. In the Concept Development section,
we will discuss our concept generation and selection processes. In the Concept Design section, we will
go over each part of our selected design, along with a concept prototype. In the Concept Justification
section, we will offer evidence for our selected design, along with current challenges and concerns. In
the Project Management section, we will go over our plans between now and the Critical Design Review
(CDR). Finally in our conclusion, we will summarize the findings of this document.

2. Concept Development
To develop our concept, we performed a series of tasks that helped home in on one final design
direction. The first step of our concept development was multiple ideation sessions. After collecting
plenty of ideas for each function of the system, we created concept models to help visualize our
concepts and generate new ideas. Next, we performed a Pugh matrix analysis for each of our critical
functions. This helped filter out the weaker ideas and set up our top ideas against one another. Since
most of our functions were independent from each other, we were able to perform a weighted decision
matrix analysis on each function and choose the best of each. The ‘winner’ of each function was then
combined to form our final design. The following sub-sections go into further detail of each step of our
concept development process.

2.1 Ideation
The ideation process was simple but effective. We began by using our functional decomposition as a
source of inspiration. We rewrote six of our functions in the form of a “how might we” question to help
facilitate creative idea generation. The “how might we” questions that were selected were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How might we process sky images?
How might we update the camera settings?
How might we save image data?
How might we keep the system running?
How might we protect the camera lens?
How might we keep the camera stable?
How might we deter wildlife?

The ideas generated by each of these “how might we” questions can be found in Appendix A.

2.2 Pugh Matrix Analysis
After performing multiple ideation sessions, we felt that we had enough content and ideas to develop
Pugh matrices. We created a Pugh matrix for each “how might we” question and chose the top ideas
from our ideation to appear in the Pugh matrix. These top ideas were selected based on feasibility and
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what we felt was a good solution to the function. It is important to note that our idea of a ‘good’
solution is entirely subjective and prone to our individual biases. However, the ideas chosen to appear in
the Pugh matrix were carefully selected and thus we are confident that they were the best ideas to
present.
The Pugh matrix analyses were performed by comparing top ideas for a given function to a datum idea.
Since an existing TSI system already exists, we used that as our datum for each Pugh matrix. For
example, in the Pugh matrix for “How might we protect the camera lens”, the datum idea was no cover
(since the current design does not have a cover). The criterion used for comparison were pulled from
the requirements developed in our house of quality. The house of quality was developed using the
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) process of identifying appropriate design specifications based on Dr.
Belanger’s wants and needs. Some additional criteria were created for some of the Pugh matrices to
better cover certain functions. Since the Pugh matrix does not take weights of criteria into account (only
if an idea is better, worse, or the same as the datum), final scores of the Pugh matrix were not entirely
reflective of an idea’s worth. As a result of this, many of the ideas ended up with a worse score than the
datum despite clearly being better. This was not too important though since we compared ideas’ final
scores to each other and not to the datum. Four ideas were selected from each Pugh matrix to proceed
into weighted decision matrix analysis. Copies of our Pugh matrices can be found in Appendix B.

2.3 Weighted Decision Matrix Analysis
After selecting top ideas to move forward with, we normally would move on to a morphological matrix.
In a morphological decision matrix, top ideas from each function would be matched together with ideas
from other functions to form a whole system idea. However, since all our functions were independent
from each other, we skipped to the weighted decision matrix analysis. For this analysis, the top ideas
were compared a second time to each other similar to the way a tournament functions. To compare our
top choices a second time, we used relevant criteria as a grading method. This process was very similar
to the Pugh matrix analysis. In this case however, each criteria had a weight, so final scores were more
indicative of their worth. Copies of our decision matrices can be found in Appendix D. The top ideas for
each function are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Process sky images: compress the image
Update camera settings: take multiple pictures with multiple settings on a pre-set code
Save image data: upload to internet
Keep the system running: use a weatherproof case with low and high charge limiters
Protect the camera lens: use a UV protective coating
Keep the camera stable: use stakes at the base of the tripod feet
Deter wildlife: put all electronic components in weatherproof box

A diagram of our chosen design is included in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Full Concept Idea

3. Concept Design
As described in the Concept Development section, our final design was chosen based on a weighted
decision matrix analysis. In this Concept Design section, we will delve deeper into how our design will
function, our concept prototype, and what is yet to be done.
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3.1 Software
We will continue to use Python [1] running on a Raspberry Pi [2] single board computer to operate the
camera. Some of the functionality that needs to be achieved using Python will be expanded on below.
These include image processing, updating the camera settings, and savRaing the image.

3.1.1 Image Processing
We determined that compressing the sky images would be the best way to process the images after
they have been captured and before they have been stored. The image compression will occur using a
Python script that takes advantage of an open-source Python library. One of libraries available to Python
users is the zipfile library, which allows us to zip and unzip files in the system. Zipping is a type of lossless
compression, meaning that once the file is zipped it will take up less storage space but once it is
unzipped no original data is lost and the complete image is recovered with just as much quality.
Sketches are in the Pugh Matrix for image processing under Appendix B.

3.1.2 Updating Camera Setting
To update the camera settings, we will take multiple pictures with different settings for each. Taking
multiple pictures can be easily achieved by modifying the original code, which has been provided to us
by Dr. Belanger, to include another while loop. The more challenging task will be changing the camera
settings with Python, as we have yet to find a way to do that. We know the camera settings can be
updated remotely using the camera’s software, but more research will be needed before we can access
this functionality with a Python script.

3.1.3 Saving Image Data
The final software function that the system will address is saving the image data. For this we decided to
have the Raspberry Pi upload the images to the internet via a Yeacomm P21 LTE Router [4]. This was the
same method used by the original system, so the functionality is already built into the code he provided.
We will also allocate part of our budget to pay for the LTE wireless internet required.

3.2 Hardware
While a substantial portion of the design focuses on software-centered functions, there are still many
pieces of hardware that need to be considered. These pieces of hardware include the tripod, Raspberry
Pi unit, router, battery, camera, solar panel, and weatherproof box.

3.2.1 Tripod
The tripod will be responsible for keeping our camera at a minimum height of 8 feet in order to go
above the solar panels. While there was an option to build our own tripod, we determined that buying a
tripod would be both cheaper and of higher quality. We will be buying a tripod with a minimum height
of eight feet. Any tripod that reaches a greater height is also acceptable because we can always choose
to not extend the tripod to its full length. We will also be using stakes to hold the tripod in place.

3.2.2 Raspberry Pi Unit
A Raspberry Pi will be used as our main control unit [2]. It will be responsible for running the code that
tells the camera to take pictures. It will also run code that controls charge limiters for our solar panel
and battery. When the battery reaches high charge, the Raspberry Pi will send a signal to a kill switch
between the battery and solar panel. This will prevent the battery from overcharging. When the battery
nears low charge, the Raspberry Pi will send a signal to a kill switch between the battery and camera.
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This will prevent the battery from further depleting its charge. Finally, the Raspberry Pi will be
responsible for sending our images to the internet.

3.2.3 Router
The router we are using is the same one used in the existing TSI system. We will be using a Yeacomm
P21 LTE Router [4]. In the existing TSI system, the router is connected between the Raspberry Pi and the
camera and facilitates communication between the Raspberry Pi, the camera, and the Internet. Using
the Python Requests library [5], the Raspberry Pi sends an image request to the router, which relays it to
the camera. The requested image is then returned to the router, which relays it to the Raspberry Pi
where it is compressed. Finally, the Raspberry Pi sends the compressed image back to the router where
it is uploaded to the internet.

3.2.4 Battery
The battery we are using will be the same battery as the one in the existing TSI system. We will be using
the Jackery Explorer 500 Portable Power Station [6]. This battery can store around 518 Wh of energy
and can output 110V AC or 24V DC. The battery will be used as the sole energy source of the entire
system. It will store the energy provided by the solar panel, and output power to the Raspberry Pi,
router, and camera.

3.2.5 Camera
The camera we are using will be the same camera as the one in the existing TSI system. We will be using
the AXIS M3057-PLVE Network Camera [7]. This camera offers 360-degree longitudinal views, as well as
180-degree lateral views. We are currently planning to capture one image of the sky every minute at
minimum. However, we will likely capture multiple images every thirty seconds with different camera
settings. The specifics of the settings have not yet been determined. Additionally, we will be using a
protective UV coating on the camera lens, although the specifics of the coating have also not yet been
determined.

3.2.6 Solar Panel
The solar panel we are using will be the same solar panel as the one in the existing TSI system. We will
be using the Jackery SolarSaga 100W Solar Panel [8]. This solar panel can output up to 100W and will be
connected directly to the battery. The solar panel will most likely be placed on top of the weatherproof
box, although the specific orientation has yet to be determined.

3.2.7 Weatherproof Box
We will be using a weatherproof box to contain all the system’s electronics excluding the camera. While
there was an option to design and build our own, we determined that building a waterproof container
was too big of a risk. Therefore, we have opted to buy existing weatherproof boxes. The specific box has
not yet been determined, although we are most likely going to be using a Polycase [9] product.

3.3 Concept Prototype
Creating a concept prototype for our design was not a straightforward process. Most of our design does
not require a concept prototype because we are not designing mechanical parts ourselves. To
compensate for this, we decided to perform multiple tests on individual functions. We performed one
test on the effectiveness of using stakes to hold our tripod in place. Two other tests are planned. One
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will focus on the temperature of the battery, and another on the effectiveness of UV protective
coatings. These tests will be described in greater detail in the Concept Justification section.

3.3.1 Stake Stability Test
To test the effectiveness of stakes at holding down a tripod, we ran a simple experiment. In this
experiment, we simulated the effect that a sheep could have on the tripod. This is because in the spring,
hundreds of sheep are unleashed in the solar farm to eat up grass and other plants that have grown too
high. Consequently, we had to ensure that our tripod would not fall over if a sheep were to rub up or
trip near the tripod. The first run of the experiment had Mr. Maier crouch to emulate the height and
body distribution of a sheep, as demonstrated in Figures 2-7. The tripod had no stakes or other
mechanisms to hold it in place besides its feet. As expected, small bumps were able to knock the tripod
over with relative ease, as pictured in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Tripod in Default Setting

Figure 3. Tripod falling over

In the second experiment, we attached a weight below the tripod to see if it would increase stability.
This is not the solution we had planned to go forward with. However, we decided that testing it would
be simple and could provide use with valuable insight. Initially, the tripod stayed upright after getting
bumped. When we applied more force though, the tripod fell over, as pictured in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Tripod with Weight

Figure 5. Tripod falling over

In the third experiment, we used stakes attached to the feet of the tripod. This method worked the best
by far. It could withstand significant shoving and pushing, and only fell over when we rammed into it.
The most significant result of this experiment was the way that the tripod fell over. The stakes stayed in
the ground, and the rope attaching the stake to the tripod did not break. Instead, the knot we had
created was not tight enough and came undone, as pictured in Figure 7. This result gave us insight on
how to improve this concept. We will try to find tripods with hooks built into the legs for easier
attachment. We will also research surveyors' tripods as they are heavier and less likely to fall over. If this
research is not fruitful, we will investigate better ways of creating strong knots.

Figure 6. Tripod with Stakes

Figure 7. Knot coming undone
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4. Concept Justification
This section will present detailed evidence and reasoning to support our chosen design direction. The
evidence presented will include research that we have thus far collected. Also included will be our
analysis of said research and how it affects the decisions made for each individual function of the
system.
The main goal of this system is to generate quality data that can be used, along with other data sources,
in the training of a machine learning model. This model aims to predict solar panel power output 15-30
minutes into the future. The specific data to be collected by this system consists of images of the sky,
captured at consistent intervals, which can help the machine learning model learn the patterns behind
cloud cover. The ideal data for the TSI system to provide the machine learning team would be captured
as frequently as possible, and with as much cloud and sun distinction as possible. The design decisions
that we have made seek to meet a perfect balance between these ideal goals for the sky data and the
physical constraints of a system deployed in the middle of a solar farm.

4.1 Software
The Total Sky Imager system requires a good deal of software functionality to meet its intended goals.
As we stated previously, we will use Python running on Raspberry Pi for our software needs.
The Raspberry Pi was chosen out of several other possible methods of data management. Some sort of
computer was necessary to capture images at a specified rate and stored efficiently. Of all the
microcontrollers considered, such as Nucleo [10] or Arduino [11], the Raspberry Pi is the most
appropriate for our purposes because it can communicate with the camera easily, automate the data
acquisition process effectively, and would allow us to program in Python.
Some advantages of Python are that it is easy to learn and has numerous extensive libraries that can be
taken advantage of for our purposes. However, some of its disadvantages include slow speed and not
being memory efficient [1]. For our project, these disadvantages will not play a factor as images are only
taken every minute and they are not stored locally. A final advantage of Python is that we can build
upon the original code that Weston Montgomery, the student who started the TSI project, has already
written, while making changes that benefit our project.
The main software functions that this system needs to implement are processing the images, updating
the camera settings, and saving the image data.

4.1.1 Image Processing
Once the images have been captured by the camera at each capture period, the system has multiple
options on how to process them before saving them. To process our images, we decided to just
compress them once they have been captured. We also considered calculating and storing ratios of
various color and brightness ranges, or not processing the images at all. However, we decided that
compressing our images would allow the system to run continuously and save space while producing
high quality data for the machine learning models.
Image file compression involves using open-source compression software to construct a file that is
smaller than the actual image but has enough information in it to perfectly reconstruct the original
image file. Compressed images provide higher quality data than using ratio levels, because ratio levels
only provide a specific insight into the data and ignore many other aspects of the image.
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This method is also quite feasible to implement as Python has countless libraries for handling and
processing files. For Example, the Python Imaging Library (PIL) adds support for opening, manipulating,
and saving different file formats [3]. The original PIL has since been discontinued but the library can still
be access through a PIL Fork known as Pillow which is the unofficial successor of PIL. However, after
attempting to use PIL to compress images, we found that the library does not provide options for
lossless image compression, but rather compresses images by reducing the image quality. We next tried
the zipfile library, which was successful in losslessly compressing images from the camera. We also
tested which parameters to set for the zipfile functions to minimize the size of the losslessly compressed
images.
Providing the machine learning team with whole images rather than analysis and calculations based off
the images will allow them to process them more as they see fit, giving them much more flexibility in
how they implement the machine learning. After having run some experimental code on November 30,
2021, we determined that the time and energy needed to compress whole images was negligible. This
further strengthened our confidence that sending whole images is both doable and easy.

4.1.2 Updating Camera Setting
Another software function that our system will implement is the updating of the camera settings. Due to
varying weather and light conditions, the image quality can sometimes be improved by adjusting various
settings such as contrast and saturation. In our design, we decided that it will be beneficial to take
multiple pictures with multiple settings to provide as much data as possible to the machine learning
team. Weston Montgomery’s system allowed for manual settings updates with a keyboard and monitor
connected to the Raspberry Pi. Our goal is to have the system capable of complete remote operation.
We also considered having the Python code automatically update the settings based on the image’s
quality. However, if the code changed settings incorrectly, we would end up with useless data. With
multiple pictures at different settings, we can give the machine learning team the option of selecting the
most effective data from each capture period -or even using all of it and letting the machine learning
model learn to recognize which images are most effective for prediction. This aligns with our goal to
provide the machine learning team with as much data as possible to give them the flexibility to use it as
effectively as possible. There are downsides associated with this method, one being the larger amount
of data that will need to be saved. This will lead to the code for image compression being run several
times, leading to a longer processing time. This will also mean that our method of saving image data
needs to be able to account for larger amounts of data. We will need to perform further testing on this
method before implementing it.

4.1.3 Saving Image Data
Once a set of images has been captured and processed, the images need to be saved or stored for the
machine learning team. The most significant specifications for this function are providing quality data
and ensuring the system doesn't run out of power and storage in the process. Because of this, we
decided to have the system upload the images to the internet immediately after capturing them. The
previous system used a flash drive to store the data, but that puts constraints on how much data can be
captured because the drive would fill up. This system would require someone to visit the system and
manually transfer it. Uploading pictures to the internet allows us to capture as much data as we want
without having to worry about running out of space. In our hardware justification below, we examine
the specifications of the previously used router. Based on its upload time of the previous router, we
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believe it can handle image transferring. The only downfall with this method is that paying for an LTE
plan to upload to the internet could get expensive over time. Another method that we considered as a
cheaper alternative to the internet option is to set up a radio or microwave transmitter and receiver
system to send the data somewhere, but we rejected the idea as it is not realistic given our time frame
and the complexity involved in implementing it.

4.2 Hardware
The Total Sky Imager system requires a good deal of hardware on top of the software to achieve its
goals. This section justifies the design decisions associated with these hardware components.

4.2.1 Tripod
Two required functions for our system were that we needed ways to keep the camera above eight feet
and steady. The camera must be eight feet tall because the TSI will be placed in a solar field and the
maximum height of the nearby solar panels is eight feet. Thus, if we want to capture as much of the sky
as possible, our camera will have to be at a height above the panels. An 8-foot-tall tripod will meet this
function perfectly, and it is also easy to set up and position. To keep the tripod in place, we will attach
stakes to the feet of the tripod and hammer the stakes into the ground. Based on the results of the
concept prototype, the stakes will be successful in keeping the tripod up. One challenge that came up in
our concept prototype is tying the stakes around the feet of the tripod. When picking a tripod for our
final design, we will search for one that is already better suited to being paired with stakes.

4.2.2 Raspberry Pi System
We decided to make the Raspberry Pi system capable of initializing a kill switch between the battery and
the solar panel. This is because we believe that the battery may be overheating when it draws too much
solar power. We plan to test the battery in depth to determine the cause behind the battery
overheating. More details of these tests will be elaborated on in the Project Management section. We
also decided to make the Raspberry Pi capable of sending a signal to a kill switch between the battery
and the camera. This would heavily decrease power consumption when the battery nears low charge.
This is intended to keep the system from shutting off completely when solar power becomes scarce and
wait for more power to be generated before it resumes capturing images.

4.2.3 Router
We decided to use an LTE Router in our system because it is the best way of providing our system with
wireless broadband internet with which to upload the data to the internet. The router we are using, the
Yeacomm P21, will have an upload speed of 5.76 mb/s according to the manufacturer’s specifications.
Our images will most likely be around only 190KB each. Since we are uploading up to 6 images per
minute, this download speed will be more than enough. The largest issue with the previous router is
that the LTE plan got expensive over time. As we stated before, we plan to remedy this issue by
allocating a chunk of our budget to pay for this LTE plan.

4.2.4 Battery
The Jackery Explorer 500 Portable Power Station will meet our current specifications as it has the lowest
cost because we already have the battery, and it has already been used out in the field. Based on the
design hazard checklist, this battery is a potential hazard in our system. We will help mitigate these
hazards by reading the battery’s user manual [6] and following the procedures laid out there.
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4.2.5 Camera
We decided to use the same camera as the existing TSI system; we are already familiar with its use, and
it has proven to be successful in meeting our needs. We will be using a UV protective coating on the
camera because it is the most cost effective and feasible solution to protect the camera lens. Protective
coatings that add UV protection as well as hydrophobic behavior are readily available in the consumer
market. One unknown is that we haven’t picked the UV protective coating that we will use in our final
design.

4.2.6 Solar Panel
We are using the same solar panel as the one in the existing TSI system as it can provide sufficient
charge to the battery while being easily portable. There has been no reason to search for a better solar
panel. This is because according to Weston Montgomery’s thesis, the battery, router, and Raspberry Pi
draw ~20W of power, while the battery provides ~60W of power.

4.2.7 Weatherproof box
We decided to put all the electronics in a weatherproof box as it is the most efficient way to protect the
electronics components from direct sunlight and rainfall. It also allows us to protect the electronics from
sheep and any other wildlife. This solution also seemed to be the most feasible, as many weatherproof
containers are available for purchase online. The main unknown is that we haven’t picked what specific
weatherproof box we will be using in our final design. There is a myriad of possible options to pick from,
and we will most likely be choosing a weatherproof box from Polycase. Their website contains hundreds
of different sized waterproof electronic boxes, which will make picking the correct size relatively easy
once all other parts are known.

5. Project Management
While we have settled on a preliminary design concept, there are still plenty of parts that must be
specified. Some of these soon to be specified parts will depend on results from experiments we will run.
Others will be based on additional research into existing products. This Project Management section will
cover multiple sub-sections. The Tests section will describe our planned tests. The Purchases section will
go over what we plan on purchasing. Finally, the Construction and Future Plans section will describe
preliminary plans for the construction of our TSI system, along with the next steps in our design process.
These dates are included in our Gantt chart in Appendix F.

5.1 Tests
This section will cover two experiments that will help us further our design concept. The first experiment
will test the tendency for the battery to overheat. The second experiment will test the effectiveness of
protective coatings.

5.1.1 Battery Test
While using the existing TSI system for his thesis, Mr. Montgomery encountered a significant problem
with the battery. The current system runs with a monitor plugged in to the Raspberry Pi. When Mr.
Montgomery unplugged the monitor, he realized that shortly after the TSI system completely shut
down. While he initially believed that unplugging the monitor caused this issue, he soon realized that
the battery was extremely hot to the touch. He hypothesized that the battery had overheated due to
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being under the sun for so long. When the battery overheated, it automatically shut off to avoid
damaging the electronics within.
Since no further investigations were conducted into this problem, it is up to us to determine what is
causing the battery to shut down. We have thus designed tests that will be conducted over thanksgiving
break. These tests will help steer us into a design solution to the potential problem of overheating.
There are two probable causes for the battery getting too hot. The first could be due to the battery
receiving constant heat input from the direct sunlight. The second could be due to the solar panel
overcharging the battery. To isolate these variables, we will be conducting four different tests. Each test
will consist of two thermocouples. One thermocouple will be taped to the battery, while the other will
be placed near the battery and measuring the air temperature. We will be using the MAX31855
Thermocouple and Amplifier purchased from Adafruit [12]. Each test will have the Raspberry Pi unit
draw a little power from the battery.
The list below summarizes the four tests we will be running:
•
•
•
•

Battery under the sun, disconnected from solar panel
Battery under the sun, connected to solar panel
Battery in the shade, disconnected from solar panel
Battery in the shade, connected to solar panel

We will log the two temperatures over the course of a few hours. Significant temperature increases for
any of the tests will help us determine what type of cooling solution will be needed (if any).

5.1.2 Coating Test
One design challenge of our system is that the camera will be facing the sky for weeks at a time. This
exposes the camera lens to significant UV radiation. Additionally, rain could leave mineral deposits on
the camera dome. This could reduce the clarity of future pictures. Our planned solution to these two
problems is to use protective coatings. To help determine if these coatings will be a realistic solution, we
will be running an experiment over the course of winter break.
The experiment will consist of two different coatings. One hydrophobic, and the other UV resistant. The
coatings will be selected over thanksgiving break, and we will setup the experiment during week 11.
Each test will feature a box containing a UV reactive material (which also has not yet been selected). The
top of the box will be made of a polycarbonate transparent sheet, the same material used for the
camera dome cover. Each box will be identical except for the coating applied to the polycarbonate
sheet. A summary of each test is included below:
•
•
•
•
•

Sheet with no coating
Sheet with UV protective coating
Sheet with hydrophobic coating
Sheet with a UV protective coating, covered with a hydrophobic coating
Sheet with a hydrophobic coating, covered with a UV protective coating

Once we come back from winter break, we will qualitatively analyze how badly the UV reactive material
deteriorated. We will also visually inspect the hydrophobic coated sheets to see if they are stained any
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less than the non-hydrophobic coated sheets. The results of this experiment will help us determine the
efficacy of each coating.

5.2 Purchases
Our planned purchases can be broken down into two subsections. The first section is the Final Design
Purchases, which includes purchases needed for our final design to be built. The second section is the
Test Purchases, which are needed to help us perform our experiments.

5.2.1 Final Design Purchases
Below is a list of our planned final design purchases. These include known purchases in black, and
undetermined (specifics not yet known) purchases in red.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AXIS M3057-PLVE Network Camera
Raspberry Pi 4
Yeacomm P21 LTE Router
Jackery Explorer 500 Portable Power Station
Jackery SolarSaga 100W Solar Panel
Ace Hardware Metal Stakes
Polycase size unknown
Kill switches
Tripod
Protective coatings

There are still several decisions that remain to be made concerning the undetermined purchases. The
kill switch portion of the design has multiple implementation options that could all accomplish the
switch’s purpose of preserving battery integrity and keeping the system running without intervention.
We have also not yet decided on the specific tripod to be used, but we have concrete requirements for
this part of the system and are confident that we can find a tripod that will meet these requirements.

5.2.2 Test Purchases
Below is a list of our planned experiment purchases. These include known purchases in black, and
undetermined (specifics not yet known) purchases in red.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAX31855 Thermocouple Amplifier
2 MAX31855 Thermocouples
Black construction paper
Transparent polycarbonate sheet
WA-20 ABS Indoor Polycase enclosure
Raspberry Pi 4 Starter Kit 8 GB
Krylon UV resistant clear gloss spray
ACE hardware hydrophobic spray

5.3 Construction and Future Plans
As of January 6, 2022, no tests have been performed. Our tests required either hot weather, sunlight, or
both. Unfortunately, it rained during the entirety of winter break in the Bay Area (which is where Kyle
Ryan and Benjamin live). Currently in San Luis Obispo there is sunlight (although no hot weather), so we
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will be able to proceed with the UV coatings test soon. We do not anticipate being able to conduct
temperature tests anytime soon, since we would need both sunlight and hot air. We believe
implementing the thermocouples into our final design would be worthwhile, even if we are not using its
data to make design decisions. For example, if temperatures were continually logged in our final design,
that data could be useful to our sponsor to troubleshoot if anything were to go wrong.
As described earlier in the Project Management section, we will have to run two experiments before
being able to design a complete system. These tests will give us valuable insight on the scope of our
design. For example, if the battery test results indicate that overheating will need a significant issue, we
will need to design around it. Once these experiments are completed, we will move forward with our
projects. The next steps are summarized below:
•
•
•
•

By the beginning of winter quarter, most of our required purchases will be made final, and we
will be able to begin the build phase.
The next phase of the design process is the testing phase. In this phase we will ensure our
design met the required specifications.
The next major milestone of the design process is the critical design review. In this part of the
process, we will further analyze our prototype and create the critical design review report.
Lastly, the final milestone of our project is the final design review. This review will summarize
our findings over the entire course of senior project.

6 Conclusion
This Preliminary Design Review establishes the official preliminary concept design for the Total Sky
Imager system. The report details the ideation and decision-making process that led to the development
of this design, as well as a full description of the design that was decided on after this development
process. The report also fully justifies each individual design decision, including numerous independent
functions on the software and hardware sides of the Total Sky Imager system functionality. This section
reiterates the system specifications and requirements related to each function and establishes that the
design decisions satisfy these benchmarks. Finally, the report elaborates on the next steps for the
project. This includes testing, purchasing, and construction of the chosen design. We hope that our
sponsor, Dr. Jacques Belanger, agrees with our design direction decisions.
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Appendices
This appendix section includes our team’s ideation idea lists, ideation model pictures, decision matrices,
design hazard details, and Gantt Chart for the Total Sky Imager project.

Appendix A: Idea Lists

Appendix A.1: Ideation for elevating the camera
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Appendix A.2: Ideation for deterring wildlife
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Appendix A.3: Ideation for keeping the battery running
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Appendix A.4: Ideation for keeping the camera stable
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Appendix A.5: Ideation for updating the camera settings
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Appendix A.6: Ideation for processing the image
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Appendix A.7: Ideation for protecting the lens.
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Appendix B: Pugh Matrices
Function: Protect the camera cover

Functcion: Keep the system running
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Function: Hold the tripod in place
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Function: Process sky image
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Function: Update camera settings
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Function: Protect the camera cover
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Appendix C: Ideation Model Pictures

Appendix C.1: Aluminum Shield

Appendix C.2: Camera cover arm
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Appendix C.3: Rotating Camera

Appendix C.4: Opening cover
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Appendix C.5: Camera cover

Appendix C.6: Rotating camera cover.
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Appendix C.7: Potential Sky Image Data Flow
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Appendix C.8: Continuously Capture Sky Images
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Appendix D: Decision Matrices
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Appendix E: Design Hazard Details
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Appendix F: Gantt Chart
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Design Updates
One update that we made is that our system now features an external outdoor antenna that is mounted
to the Polycase. We added this to our design to prevent the Polycase from interfering with the router’s
connection. A picture of the external antenna can be seen below in Figure 1. In our manufacturing
section we will discuss the mounting of the external antenna.

Figure 1. External waterproof antenna

Manufacturing
This chapter goes over our manufacturing process for all parts of our system. We begin the chapter by
describing our material procurement. That is then followed by component manufacturing and
modification, system assembly, and finally software development.

Materials Procurement
Material procurement for the verification prototype was completed throughout Winter and Spring
quarter. In the Winter quarter, we purchased all parts needed for our system to be functional. These
parts costs, quantity, and sources are referenced in Apppendix 2: Final Project Budget. In the Spring
quarter, we purchased parts needed for manufacturing and modification of our existing parts. This was
done on a per need basis, rather than a laid-out plan. For example, when we implemented a mounting
system for the Polycase, we went to Ace Hardware and purchased L brackets and screws that would fit.
Overall, our TSI parts procurement was based on carefully researched items, while our manufacturing
parts (screws, brackets, etc.) were purchased on the spot. Since many small parts were purchased on a
per need basis, we used our own money rather than the provided budget. Unfortunately, a lot of
receipts for these small parts have gone missing. While we regret not documenting the precise cost of
these items, we’ve included a table below of our acquired material and estimated cost. These estimated
costs are based on online listed prices from Ace Hardware’s website.
Table 1. Estimated Manufacturing Costs
Material Part

Quantity

Estimated Cost

Source

5” L-bracket

4

$16

Ace Hardware

Self-drilling ½” screws

16

$10

Ace Hardware

Camping stakes

1 pack

$8

Ace Hardware

Steel tent stakes

1 pack

$8

Ace Hardware

Outdoor zip ties

2 packs

$18

Ace Hardware

Outdoor Tarp

1

$16

Ace Hardware

Total Cost
$76

Component Manufacturing and Modification
The only component in our system that required modification was the Polycase. All Polycase
manufacturing was done at the Cal Poly Machine Shops.
The first modification our Polycase needed was three holes to fit our cable glands in. To drill the holes,
we first marked three different points along the front face of the Polycase. We then drilled the holes of
three different sizes (0.75in, 0.80in, and 0.9in) into the front face of the Polycase. To drill these holes,
we used a hand drill with a step drill bit. After drilling, the edges of the holes were sharp and jagged. To
avoid cutting ourselves and making the holes flusher with the rest of the Polycase, we use a circular file
to smooth out the edges of all three holes.

Figure 2. Cable glands with wires running through.
To mount our battery in the Polycase, we used 4 L brackets. To position the L brackets, we first placed
the battery in our Polycase and drew an outline of it to the base plate using a sharpie. Then, we
removed the battery and marked 4 spots to attach our brackets to. Finally, we attached the L brackets to
the base plate of the Polycase by using self-drilling ½” screws.

Figure 3. L bracket battery mounting system.
Our final modification was installing the router antenna to the exterior side of the Polycase. This was
very simple, as the router antenna already came with a plate to drill screws into. We used the same selfdrilling ½” screws to attach the antenna to the side of the Polycase.

Figure 4. Exterior antenna.
The remainder of our components including the surge protector, Raspberry Pi, router, and PoE midspan
were secured to the bottom of the Polycase using industrial double-sided Velcro.

System Assembly
Our assembly steps are as follows:
1. Place surge protector, battery, and Raspberry Pi in Polycase
2. Plug the surge protector into the battery AC power output
3. Plug the LTE router into the surge protector and turn on battery’s AC power
4. Connect the PoE midspan and LTE router by plugging the Cat 5e cable into the router’s LAN3
port and the other end into the DATA IN port of the midspan
5. Route camera’s PoE cable into the weatherproof box and plug into midspan’s DATA & POWER
OUT
6. Mount camera on top of tripod
7. Plug midspan’s power into the surge protector
8. Plug raspberry pi into Monitor using the HDMI
9. Connect mouse and keyboard to the raspberry pi
10. Plug monitor and raspberry pi into surge protector
11. Router solar panel cable into the weatherproof box and plug solar panel into battery
12. Extend tripod legs while looking at the installed level tool to check if tripod is level
One challenge that came up during our system assembly was finding a way to Velcro the router as its
base is not flat. We have yet to come up with a solution. This problem is a minor one, however. Since
our Polycase stays in place at the solar farm, we do not expect the router to fall over.

Software Development
At the center of our physical infrastructure is a small local area computer network of several Internet
Protocol devices communicating with each other over Ethernet cables. The system specific software
being run on the network’s Raspberry Pi has been in development since before the Fall 2021 quarter.

Although the original developer of this system left us with hundreds of lines of code to work with, we
have directed a significant amount of energy to collecting his useable code and writing many
magnitudes more of our own. The main program that will be discussed in this chapter is the software
devoted to capturing sky images. This includes scheduling events, communicating with the camera, and
handling the data received.

Event Scheduling
The scheduling aspect of our image capture code is primarily handled by Python’s “time” and “datetime”
libraries. Several loops and conditionals involve these libraries to make sure the image capture only
executes during a hardcoded daylight time interval. It checks the time periodically, and if the time is
during our daylight interval, then the image capture mode is run. After checking, the code waits another
period before starting the process again.

Update Camera Settings
If it is during the daylight image capture interval, several key functions are executed by the code. The
code firstly must loop through several camera settings so that it can capture pictures with different
contrast and brightness levels. We were able to use Python’s “requests” library to make HTTP requests
directed at the camera’s IP address. Figuring out what HTTP request could be used to change the camera
settings was one of the most challenging aspects of the software. This was accomplished by monitoring
the camera’s HTTP traffic to see which HTTP requests are made when the settings are updated
manually.

Requesting Images
For every image setting, the software requests an image of the sky from the camera to save. This is also
done using HTTP requests sent by Python’s “requests” library, but fortunately the code that we were
provided already had the proper HTTP requests to carry out this function.

Compressing Images
Once the images are saved by Python in temporary memory, a few lines of code compress the images
using Python’s “zipfile” library. Zip files use lossless compression algorithms to decrease the size of some
data without losing any resolution or quality. These smaller zip files can be saved, stored, or moved
around easier that the original images. They can also be reconstructed into the original full images
whenever they are needed.

Saving Image Data
Finally, the data is saved to the Solid-State Drive (SSD). Because the zipped file is created in the same
directory as the python file, it needs to be moved to the directory corresponding to the SSD, which is
“/media/exfat/”. This is done by using the system command from the python library “os” to call the unix
command “mv” to move the file to specified location.

Design Verification
Our design verification plan included extensive testing of the following main specifications:
•
•
•
•

Weatherproof
Wildlife proof
Won’t run out of power
Components shouldn’t overheat

•
•
•

Can upload data remotely
Speed of code
Quality data

Our full design verification plan can be found in Appendix 5.
In the rest of this chapter, we will discuss the tests, data collection, results, and analysis for each
individual specification listed above.

Weatherproof
The design of our project’s Protection System is intended to deter multiple elements of the weather that
could be potentially damaging to our overall system. These include water from the rain or air and strong
winds.

Waterproofing
To test the waterproofing of our system, we tested our installation of the cable glands using a water
spray bottle. We sprayed water at the cable glands at various angles to ensure that no water enters the
Polycase. This was done without any electrical components in the Polycase to avoid damaging important
electronics. This test was performed at the Solar Lab. The results were that water did not enter two out
of three of our cable glands. We determined that water entered a third cable gland due to damage to
the cable gland. After replacing the component, all three cable glands prevented water from entering
the Polycase.

Figure 5. Cable gland after being sprayed with spray bottle

Figure 6. Using a paper towel to determine if water enters the Polycase

Wind Proofing
To test our elevation system, we wanted to place the tripod at the Solar Farm and determine if it will
continue to stand after a week. The goal of this test was to see if tipping over will be an issue. Initially
we set up the tripod at the Solar Farm and left it there for a week to determine if it can withhold the
winds at the Solar Farm. When we checked on it a week later, the tripod had fallen over. In response to
this, we attached stake support to the feet of the tripod with zip ties. After adding the stakes, the tripod
was able to last a week and a half in heavy wind conditions without falling over. The winds that week
reached a max of 30 mph and averaged 15 mpg [1]. Based on these results, the test was successful. We
highly recommend attaching stakes to the feet of the tripod. We did this by hammering stakes into the
ground near the tripod feet and then zip-tying the stakes to the tripod. An example of this can be seen in
Figure 8.

Figure 7. Fallen tripod

Figure 8. Adding stake support to tripod

Figure 9. Tripod continued to stay standing after a week

Wildlife Proof
To determine if our fence is sheep proof, we set up our fence at the Solar Farm. We set up the fence in a
similar manner to how the final design will be set up. We provided various load cases to the fence
including shaking, pushing, and walking into the fence. With these various load cases the fence did not
fall. From this test we learned that the installation of the fence must be stiff to be effective. If the fence
was too loose, animals could possibly disrupt the system. Another possible downside of the fence is that
there is a slight gap underneath the fence where animals could possibly crawl. From this test we also
learned that depending on the layout of the fence, some parts of the solar panel may be shaded, so the
battery received less power than desired. To prevent blocking the solar panel, we recommend setting up
a large perimeter where the fence can’t block the solar panel’s line of sight with the sun. We concluded
that the fence test was a success as we learned the best way to install the fence as well as possible
downsides for the fence.

Figure 10. Ryan walking into the fence like a sheep

Won’t Run Out of Power
To verify that our battery doesn’t shut off during use, we ran our Verification Prototype on battery
power. A previous issue with the old battery was that the battery would shut off randomly while it still
had power. When we ran this test on the old battery we noticed that the system was occasionally
unable to turn on or would turn off while the battery was still on. After contacting Jackery support, we
determined this was due to a faulty battery. After receiving our new battery, the system no longer
randomly shut off while it still had power.
With the new battery, we wanted to make sure that the system could run for two weeks at a time at the
Solar Farm. During our initial testing, we were only able to run the system for 4 days at the Solar Farm
before the battery shut off due to running out of power. We believe this was due to the upload to
internet code causing excessive battery drain on the system. We also believe this was due to the fence
covering part of our solar panel and a suboptimal angle for the solar panel.
In our second battery shut off test we made several changes to the system. As will be discussed later,
there were other issues with the upload to internet code, so we wanted to try running the system on
local storage only. We also expanded the perimeter of the fence and chose a better solar panel angle
based on the suns path. After making these changes we were able to run the system for a week as of
today date June 9th 2022. The battery was at 65% as of June 9th so we believe it would be able to last
another week without interference. However, we currently don’t have enough data to say that the
system can last two weeks, only one so far. Therefore, this test is considered incomplete.

Figure 11. Battery percent on fourth day of operation
Despite wattage input being greater than the output at this time (3:30 pm), it is evident that our system
is consuming more power than it can produce.

Overheating
To check if any of our components were at risk of overheating, we ran a thermocouple test on our
Verification Prototype at the Solar Farm. We placed a thermocouple inside the Polycase and took
temperature readings every minute for a 20-minute period. Our final set up will feature a canvas to
provide shade to the Polycase, but this test did not include the shading canvas.
We began taking data at 3:30 pm and the ambient temperature was 74 F. The weather conditions at the
solar farm were inconsistent. For the first few minutes of our test, the air was relatively stagnant. This
meant that the heating from solar radiation was maximized since convective cooling was low. However,
within a few minutes of beginning the test, the wind picked up considerably. During this period, the
temperature in the Polycase dropped 8 degrees F (from 102 F to 94 F). We’ve provided a plot of our
temperature data below.
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Figure 12. Polycase temperature data
We also performed a statistical analysis on the temperature data and found that the average
temperature was 98.0 +/- 0.05 F. It is important to note that this average temperature is not a reliable
value to assume for our operation. Temperatures could be much hotter or colder depending on the
weather conditions of the day. We would have liked to do multiple tests on different days but lacked the
resources to do so.
This data indicates that we are quite close to our limiting temperature, 104 F. At this temperature,
electronics can begin to malfunction, and would likely break if temperatures rise beyond. We do,
however, remain confident that our final design will stay cool enough for safe operation. This is because
we will be using a shading canvas to provide shade to our Polycase during all parts of the day. By
protecting the Polycase from direct solar radiation, we believe that the average temperature in our box
will reduce significantly.

Remote Data Upload
To verify that the upload to internet code works, we decided to run our system at the Solar Farm and
connected to the internet via the router’s T-Mobile LTE SIM card. This test was both a pass/fail criterion
and a time to complete criterion, as we sought to find whether the upload to internet code successfully
uploads and how long it takes to complete. The acceptance criteria are <10 seconds to complete the
upload to internet code on the router LTE.
While the T-Mobile LTE plan was chosen after research due to it having the strongest connection at the
solar farm, our testing on location revealed that the connection was not strong everywhere. We ran our
upload.py test file on our full Verification Prototype at multiple locations in the solar farm, finally
settling on a spot as close to Highway 1 as possible as the whole highway is actively covered by TMobile. However, even there the connection seemed to destabilize occasionally, and the images
wouldn’t be able to upload. To address this, we updated the code to keep track of the images that
couldn’t upload so that it could try them again at night.
After leaving the system at the farm and monitoring it remotely via PiTunnel and by seeing the images
that uploaded, we noticed that sometimes the connection would allow for an upload but be so weak
that the images took up to 7 minutes to upload. As this interfered with our frequent capture period of
every 30 seconds, we remotely updated the code to only try to upload at night and not after every
capture period.
A potential concern of this plan is that trying to look for a connection and upload at night while there is
no power input from the solar panel puts a lot of strain on the battery and risks draining it completely.
The nightly remote upload can be removed completely with the 1TB solid-state drive allowing for a
year’s worth of photo storage. However, future work on this project could involve finding a more stable
source of energy such as more solar power, more energy storage, or even a long-distance cable to a grid
connected power source.

Figure 13. Testing the remote upload at the solar farm

Speed of Code
During each capture period, our program must iterate through each camera setting combination,
request images from the camera, compress the images together, save them on the solid-state drive, and
upload them to the internet. We tested all these features separately and together to verify that our
code could match our ambitious capture rates. Everything needed to run in less than 30 seconds to pass
our speed of code test.
Compression was found to take 21.651 milliseconds on average per image, as recorded in the
compression test output shown in Figure 14. This is essentially negligible time for our purposes.

Figure 14. Results of the compression test
All software processes excluding remote data upload were found to be extremely consistent in their
timing. As demonstrated in the CSV data recorded by the Raspberry Pi and shown in Figure 15, these
functions averaged around 2.24 seconds in their runtime.

Figure 15. Recent and average execution times recorded as comma-separated values (CSV)
The upload speed was found to be much less consistent. When we performed the upload test with the
system at the solar farm and connected to the internet via T-Mobile LTE, the connection was strong. The
average upload time per compressed file, as shown in the test results of Figure 16, was a very fast 1.72
seconds. However, as we continued to monitor the program execution remotely, we observed the full
execution times to vary as high as 8 minutes due to fluctuating connection strength. This forced us to
restructure our remote upload architecture to preserve our execution time consistency.

Figure 16. Results of the remote data upload test
Future work on this project could involve establishing a more stable method of remotely sharing the
data. Some potential ways to do this could involve a better wireless connection, a fiber optic line, or a
radio-frequency broadcast.

Quality Data
To get quality data we wanted to be able to change the camera settings remotely and automatically to
be able to get a variety of images with different camera settings. There are 4 settings that we can
change: color level, contrast, brightness, and sharpness. This test was successful as we were able to
remotely edit the settings manually as well as provide a range of settings for the camera to take
pictures.

Figure 17. Sky Image with settings combination A

Figure 18. Sky Image with settings combination B

Coating Test
The coating test was previously mentioned in our Critical Design Review. We wanted to coat
Polycarbonate sheets with a UV and hydrophobic protective coating and test the effectiveness of
preventing UV and water damage. One issue that we were running into was that we were unable to
apply the coating without introducing “cloudiness” in the Polycarbonate sheet. We chose not to
reperform this test as we could not find a way to apply the coating without obstructing the view through
the Polycarbonate sheets. Therefore, we consider this test a failure and will not move forward with
using a coating in our final design, as the coating will likely reduce the image quality of our camera.

Verification Conclusion
Table 2. Tests Summary
Test
Won’t run out of
power
Temperature of battery
Temperature of
components
Speed of Code
Remote Upload
Tripod Test
Spray Test
Fence Test
Quality Data
Coating Test

Measurement
Is battery still on after
extended use?
Thermocouple Temp
Thermocouple Temp

Acceptance Criteria
Pass/Fail

Results
Incomplete(Fail)

<104 °C
<104 °C

Pass
Pass

Code completion time
Code completion time
Does tripod fall?
Does water enter
Polycase?
Does fence fall
Do settings change?
Does UV coating
prevent UV damage?

<10s
<10s
Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail

Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass

Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail

Pass
Pass
Fail

Overall, we are happy with the results of our verification prototype. One issue that we ran into during
our testing was keeping bugs out of our system. We noticed that after leaving the Polycase out in the
field for extended periods of time, pincher bugs would find a way into the Polycase. One future test
would be to test the bug proofing capabilities of the Polycase.
Another challenge we ran into with testing was the difficulty in setting up the temperature test. We
originally planned to create our own data acquisition system with our Raspberry Pi and purchased
thermocouples. However, this consumed a lot of time and we were unable to get it to work. From this
we learned that it is usually easier to use an already established thermocouple system and data
acquisition system rather than try to create our own.

Discussions and Recommendations
Overall, we believe our project was successful in achieving most of its milestones. We were able to build
a weatherproof self-sustaining image DAQ and learned a lot along the way. Not only did we learn how to
build an off-grid image capture system, but we also learned a lot on how projects progress over the
course of many months. Progress was not linear, but rather came with periods of relatively little
progress followed by breakthroughs. Keeping a positive mindset throughout the year and open
communication between team members was crucial in ensuring our deadlines were met.
While we are still happy with our results, there are some parts we would change or add-on if we had
more time to work. An important thing we would like to fix is making our box bug proof. While we
tested the cable glands with a water spray – and it was waterproof- it did not appear to stop bugs from
entering our Polycase. Since our Polycase is in the middle of a hot solar field, insets seek the relative
coolness and shade our box offers. When we went to check on our box, we found many pincher bugs
inside. While these insects are not known to cause damage to electronics, too many of them could
potentially cause problems.

If we had more time, we would also like to upload images. Currently, we have given up on uploading the
files remotely from the farm. The code works perfectly using the Google Drive API, but the connection is
too spotty and causes issues with timing and power consumption. We could perhaps use a large dish for
better connection, use a better service provider, or even set up a radiofrequency transceiver. That being
said, uploading images was a stretch goal and we are still satisfied with our current system of being able
to access images on a maintenance basis.

Conclusion
We were tasked with continuing Mr. Weston Montgomery’s thesis of creating a DAQ system with the
end goal of another group using this data to create a weather predicting machine learning algorithm.
We believe that we have successfully reached all the required milestones of this project. We have
created a weatherproof off grid image acquisition system and have even gone beyond the initial scope.
As was mentioned in the discussion and recommendations, we were not able to stop bugs from entering
our system. In some ways, this makes our system not entirely weatherproof (if we count insects as
weather). However, we believe the few pincher bugs in our Polycase will not pose too much of a
problem. We also were not able to upload images on a regular basis due to the spotty connection. This
was a stretch goal and are still happy with the current state of our project.
After careful reflection from all team members’, there are aspects of our project we would change if we
could start all over. One of the most important things we’ve learned was that testing is crucial to
learning what our system does well and what it lacks. If we had tested more thoroughly early on, we
could have potentially addressed the pincher bug and connection problems. Problem prioritization is
also something worth spending more time on. If we had known early on what needed more work, we
could have better prioritized our time and thus come out with a more advanced TSI system. With all that
being said, we are proud of the work we’ve done and hope our sponsor is happy with the final results.
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Appendices
These appendices include our fully annotated code, final project budget, risk assessment, user manual,
design verification plan and report, and test procedures.

Appendix 1: Fully Annotated Code
# @file captureImages.py
# This file scrapes images from the Axis security camera.
# This code is a modified version of:
#

DA Yu's download_sky_images.py, and

#

Weston Montgomery's skyImageScraper_v02.py

# @author Ryan Maier
# @date 23 MAY 2022

#### IMPORTS ####
import time
import datetime
from pydrive.auth import GoogleAuth
from pydrive.drive import GoogleDrive
import requests
import shutil
from zipfile import ZipFile
from zipfile import ZIP_BZIP2
import os
import time
import csv

#### CONSTANTS ####
# How frequently the images are downloaded, in minutes (i.e. 0.5 min -> 30 s)
capture_interval = 0.5
# Credentials for the Axis camera

username = 'root'
password = 'herecomesthesun'
# URL to request images from the Axis camera
image_url = 'http://192.168.0.177/axis-cgi/jpg/image.cgi'
# Camera settings official names used to change the settings via HTTP requests
settings_names = [
'ImageSource.I0.Sensor.ColorLevel',
'ImageSource.I0.Sensor.Contrast',
'ImageSource.I0.Sensor.Brightness',
'ImageSource.I0.Sensor.Sharpness'
]
# Location to store the processed data
save_destination_local = "SkyImages/" # local folder
save_destination_ssd = "/media/exfat/" # Solid State Drive
# Timezone
tzone = ' -0700' # PST
## Date range in which to capture images
## Start May 22, 2022
start_date = '2022-5-22'
## End May 22, 2023
end_date = '2023-5-22'
# Time frame in which to capture images each day
# Start 6:00 am
start_window = '06:00:00'+tzone
# End 7:00 pm
end_window = '19:00:00'+tzone

#### FUNCTIONS ####

# Set up Google Drive connection
def setupGDrive():
if gauth.credentials is None:
# Authenticate if they're not there
gauth.LocalWebserverAuth()
driveSetup = True
elif gauth.access_token_expired:
# Refresh them if expired
try:
gauth.Refresh()
driveSetup = True
except:
print("ERROR trying to refresh gauth")
else:
# Initialize the saved creds
try:
gauth.Authorize()
driveSetup = True
except:
print("ERROR trying to authorize gauth")
# Save the current credentials to a file
gauth.SaveCredentialsFile("mycreds.txt")
return GoogleDrive(gauth)
# Get a properly formatted DateTime Object for the current system time
def getCurrentDTobj():
now = str(datetime.datetime.now())
cur_datetime_str = now[:len(now)-7] + tzone
return datetime.datetime.strptime(cur_datetime_str, parse_format)
# Set camera to the nth setting combination specified in the settings.csv file
def setSettings(n):
request_url = 'http://192.168.0.177/axis-cgi/param.cgi?action=update'
for i in range(len(settings_names)):
request_url += '&'+settings_names[i]+'='+str(settings_values[n][i])
r = requests.get(request_url, stream=True, auth=(username,password))

# Compress file *filename and save as a .zip called *zipfname
def compressImage(filename,zipfname):
zipfname = zipfname.replace(" ", "_")+".zip"
os.system("zip -r "+zipfname+" "+filename)
return zipfname
# Upload file *filename to Google Drive
def uploadToDrive(filename):
# id value corresponds to id of GDrive folder
gfile = drive.CreateFile({'parents': [{'id': '1HKCLHs7onWcJstukD760Drb8CgaXsQhn'}]})
gfile.SetContentFile(filename)
try:
gfile.Upload() # Upload the file.
except:
print("ERROR trying to upload data to Google Drive")
# Iterate through all unuploaded files and try to upload them, to be performed each night
def uploadTodaysFiles():
for file in todays_files:
try:
if driveSetup==False:
drive = setupGDrive()
uploadToDrive(file)
os.system("sudo rm -r ./"+file+"*")
print('uploaded '+file)
todays_files.remove(file)
except:
print('whoops can\'t upload right now')
if len(todays_files)==0:
uploaded = True

#### SETUP ####
# Read and save image settings combinations from settings.csv file
settings_values = []

with open('settings.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
reader = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=',', quotechar='|')
for row in reader:
settings_values.append(row)
settings_values.pop(0)
# Authenticate with Google Drive
gauth = GoogleAuth()
gauth.LoadCredentialsFile("mycreds.txt")
drive = None
driveSetup = False
drive = setupGDrive()
# Format start and end windows
window_parse = '%H:%M:%S %z'
start_window_datetime = datetime.datetime.strptime(
start_window, window_parse
).time()
end_window_datetime = datetime.datetime.strptime(
end_window, window_parse
).time()
# Concatenate the date and time together
start_datetime_str = "{0} {1}".format(
start_date, start_window
)
end_datetime_str = "{0} {1}".format(
end_date, end_window
)
# Construct datetime objects
parse_format = '%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S %z'
start_datetime_obj = datetime.datetime.strptime(
start_datetime_str, parse_format
)
end_datetime_obj = datetime.datetime.strptime(
end_datetime_str, parse_format

)
# Variables to keep track of the average execution time of each image capture
time_sum = 0.0
capture_count = 0
# Variables to keep track of nightime file upload
todays_files = []
uploaded = False

#### IMAGE CAPTURE LOOPS ####
while(1):
current_datetime_obj = getCurrentDTobj()
timecsv = open('uploadTimes_'+str(current_datetime_obj)+'.csv','w')
timewriter = csv.writer(timecsv)
# While before end date
while current_datetime_obj < end_datetime_obj:
curr_time = current_datetime_obj.time()
if (curr_time < start_window_datetime or curr_time > end_window_datetime):
# Not durring the day, so don't take pictures
# if(uploaded==False):
#

uploadTodaysFiles()

print("\nIgnoring", curr_time)
print("

Capturing between ",start_window_datetime," and ",end_window_datetime)

else:
# Durring the day, so take pictures
print('\n')
starttime_sys = time.time()
uploaded = False # Reminder upload these captured images later
# update the camera settings to reflect the updated settings list
for i in range(len(settings_values)):
setSettings(i)
# construct the filename based on the time and the settings
filename = str(current_datetime_obj)

filename = filename[:len(filename) - 6] + '_'
filename += 'Cl'+str(settings_values[i][0])
filename += 'Cn'+str(settings_values[i][1])
filename += 'B'+str(settings_values[i][2])
filename += 'S'+str(settings_values[i][3])
filename += '.jpg'
filename = save_destination_local+filename
# Capture the image from the URL
r = requests.get(image_url, stream=True, auth=(username,password))
if r.status_code == 200:
r.raw.decode_content = True
with open(filename,'wb') as f:
shutil.copyfileobj(r.raw, f)
# compressImage(filename)
print('Image sucessfully Downloaded: ',filename)
else:
print('Image Couldn\'t be retreived')
# compress captured images into a zip file together
zip_folder = compressImage(save_destination_local, save_destination_local[:-1]+str(current_datetime_obj))
# send zip to drive
# try:
#

uploadToDrive(zip_folder)

# except:
# todays_files.append(save_destination_ssd+zip_folder)
# print('

appended',save_destination_ssd+zip_folder)

# move zip to SSD for redundancy
os.system("sudo mv "+zip_folder+" "+save_destination_ssd)
todays_files.append(save_destination_ssd+zip_folder)
print('

appended',save_destination_ssd+zip_folder)

os.system("sudo rm -r ./"+save_destination_local+"*")
# Calculate recent and average execution time
endtime_sys = time.time()
exec_time = endtime_sys-starttime_sys
print(" latest exec_time : ",str(round(exec_time, 3)),"s")
time_sum += exec_time

capture_count+=1
print("average exec_time : ",str(round(time_sum/capture_count, 3)),"s")
timewriter.writerow([exec_time,round(time_sum/capture_count, 3)])
# sleep for specified number of seconds, based on the capture interval
time.sleep(capture_interval*60)
# update the current time
current_datetime_obj = getCurrentDTobj()
time.sleep(10*60)

Appendix 2: Final Project Budget

Appendix 3: Risk Assessment

Appendix 4: User Manual
This user manual includes safety hazards, instructions on assembly of the totak sky imager, software
usage and maintenance, and a parts list in case parts need replacement.

Safety Hazards
•
•
•

Materials will need to be carried to and from the site. Multiple people may be needed to
prevent injury.
Fire hazard due to electrical components are in use in the system.
At full height tripod could potentially be a falling hazard.

At the current moment we don’t believe there is any required personal protective equipment (PPE) in
our system.

User Assembly
The required materials in our system are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Polycase, containing:
o Router, raspberry pi, PoE switch, external antenna, and power strip
Axis camera running outside of the Polycase
Jackery Battery
Solar Panel
AdirPro Tripod
Tripod Stakes
Zip ties
Fence Stakes
Fence

To set up the system for proper operation follow the steps listed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Carry all required materials to the site of operation
Carefully place Polycase on a reasonably flat and open piece of ground
Place Jackery battery in Polycase and connect power strip to AC power
Run solar panel through middle cable gland and connect to Jackery battery, place Solar Panel in
front of Polycase
Plug the Power over Ethernet (PoE) Switch’s power cable into the power strip
Plug the Raspberry Pi’s power cable into the power strip
Plug the router’s power cable into the power strip
Connect the Axis Camera’s Power over Ethernet cable to the Power and Data port of the PoE
Switch
Connect the other ethernet port of the switch to a LAN ethernet port on the router via an
ethernet cable
Connect another LAN ethernet port of the router to the ethernet port of the Raspberry Pi via an
ethernet cable
Connect the antenna’s cable to the router’s antenna ports (“ANT”)
Connect the solid-state drive’s USB cable to the Raspberry Pi’s USB port
Close Polycase with provided key
Screw Axis camera to top of tripod using the adapter at the head

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Extend tripod legs while looking at the installed level tool to check if tripod is level
Use foot pedals to push feet of tripod into the ground
Hammer tripod stakes into ground near feet of tripod, zip tie to base of leg
Place fence stakes in perimeter around the Polycase and tripod system
Install fence on the fence stakes

Software Usage and Maintenance
This section explains how to execute the program that oversees the collection of sky images. This
program is run on the Raspberry Pi and must be executed from the command line of the Raspberry Pi.
However, there are several ways to access the Pi’s command line, interact with the device, and run the
software. They include:
•
•
•

Connect a monitor, mouse, and keyboard to the Raspberry Pi’s HDMI and USB ports respectively
and navigate the operating system to pull up the Pi’s Terminal.
Connect a laptop to Router via an Ethernet cable and use the Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) to log
into a Terminal on the Pi.
Use an account on pitunnel.com to log into a Remote Terminal on the Pi over the internet.
(Note: the account must have already been set up on the Raspberry Pi to be able to open a
remote connection)

Certain info will be needed to access the Raspberry Pi in each scenario. Namely, the Raspberry Pi’s login
info:
Username: pi
Password: belanger
If using SSH via an Ethernet connection to the Raspberry Pi, the Pi’s username and IP Address will be
used. The IP address can be found by typing the IP address of the Router into an internet search bar on
the Ethernet connected laptop. Log into the Router with the login info:
Userrname: admin
Password: admin
Then, navigate to the connected devices section to find the Pi’s IP address. The SSH command should be
structured from the laptop’s terminal as follows:
ssh pi@[Pi’s-IP-Address]
If successful, a prompt for the Pi’s password should appear.
To set up the PiTunnel connection, refer to the following steps:
1. Create PiTunnel account
a. Go to pitunnel.com
b. Click the “Sign up Free” button
c. Enter information
d. Click “Join”
2. Connect PiTunnel account to the Raspberry Pi
a. Follow the “PiTunnel Setup” instructions

b. Note: you will need to run commands on the Raspberry Pi’s terminal, so make sure it
accessible
Then you can open a Remote Terminal from https://www.pitunnel.com/devices and log into the Pi.
We have already set up an account for Dr. Jacques Belanger with the following login information:
Email: jjbelang@calpoly.edu
Password: totalskyimager
No matter which way a Terminal of the Raspberry Pi is accessed, the steps to run the code will be the
same. Each Terminal should open into the same home directory in the Raspberry Pi, where there will be
a prompt for a command. The following two commands should be typed in, and the Return key should
be pressed after each one
tmux
./start_TSI_System.sh
The “tmux” command allows the software to continue running even when the Terminal or Terminal
connection closes. The file start_TSI_System.sh is an executable shell script which has a few commands
in it that specify where to find the Python file captureImages.py and then run it (Don’t forget the “./”).
Once this command is run, lines of text should begin to output to the Terminal from the Python code,
specifying the filenames of each image captured.
It is prudent to occasionally check on the program execution to make sure that it is still running. Once
you return to the Terminal again, you can reenter the same TMUX session that was created with the first
“tmux” command. To see a list of all the TMUX sessions that exist, use the command:
tmux ls
The name of each session will be at the beginning of each line followed by a colon. To attach to one of
these TMUX sessions, use the command:
tmux a -t [session-name]
If the code is still running, then there will still be image filenames outputting to the Terminal.
There may also be reason to update the captureImages.py code at some point. The code is organized
into the following sections in the following order:
•
•
•
•
•

Imports
Constants
Functions
Setup
Image Capture Loops

The sections are titled with comment code, and individual parts of each section are also commented.
For example, to change the image capture rate of the program, simply edit the first variable in the
Constants section (called capture_interval).

You can also download individual images remotely, which should be done intermittently to ensure the
tripod hasn’t fallen over and the camera lens hasn’t been compromised. This can be done using a
combination of PiTunnel and the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). Refer to the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

Log into pitunnel.com
Go to https://www.pitunnel.com/active
Click the “Create Custom Tunnel”
Select “SSH” as the protocol of the server
Copy the custom pitunnel command that is generated
a. It should look something like “pitunnel --port=22”
Go to https://www.pitunnel.com/devices
Click the “Open Remote Terminal” button
a. The Raspberry Pi must be “Online” for this to be an option
Enter the username and password for the Raspberry Pi
Paste the custom pitunnel command and hit enter
Go back to https://www.pitunnel.com/active
a. There should now be details about the custom tunnel that was just created, including
“Available At”
The “Available At” should have 2 parts separated by a colon: a .com address and a port number
a. It should look something like “pitunnel2.com:33829”
b. We will use these two parts in the next command
Open a terminal window on your computer
Run the sftp command “sftp -oPort=33829 pi@pitunnel2.com”
a. The red port number and green address must be the same as the port number and
address given in the “Available At” tunnel details
b. Note: the downloaded files save to whatever directory you run this command from
Say yes if prompted to continue and then enter the password for the Raspberry Pi
Navigate to the Raspberry Pi’s solid-state drive by running the following command:
a. cd ../../media/exfat/
List all the filenames in the SSD with the command “ls”
Copy whichever filename you would like
a. Most recent image filenames should be close to the bottom
b. They should look something like “SkyImages2022-06-09_11:50:36-07:00.zip”
Download the file with the “get [filename]” command
a. For example: “get SkyImages2022-06-09_11:50:36-07:00.zip”
The downloaded file should now be in whatever folder the sftp command was run from

Repair
If any components become disconnected or undone, please consult the assembly instructions in the
Manufacturing Section.

Parts List
Assemb
ly Level

Part
Number

0

1000

1

1100

2

1110

3
2

Descriptive Part Name
Lvl0
Lvl1
Lvl2
Total Sky
Imager
Protection
System

Part Cost

Source

URL

More Info

Lvl3
-----------

Polycase

Polycase
Website
Polycase
Website

-

$49.99

Ohuhu

Amazon

-

1

$79.00

MTB

Amazon

-

1

$14.26

Amazon

Amazon

Not part of final design

Bird Repellant

1

$10.00

Amazon

Amazon

-

Axis Camera
POE
Switch
POE
Power
Cord

1

$650.00

Axis

Axis

-

1

$-

Axis

Included with Camera

1

$-

Axis

Included with Camera

1

$150.00

McMaster

Amazon

-

1

$114.99

Amazon

Amazon

-

1

$99.99

Yeacomm

Amazon

-

1

$6.33

Amazon

Amazon

-

2

$5.69

Amazon

Amazon

-

1

$42.99

Amazon

Amazon

1

$99.99

Renogy

Renogy

1

$18.99

Amazon

Amazon

Battery

1

$499.99

Jackert

Jackery

1410

Tripod Camera
Adapter

1

$15.25

AdirPro

Amazon

1420

Tripod

1

$119.95

TigerSupplies

1430

Tripod Stakes

1

AdirPro
Ace
Hardware

Total
Parts

x

1

$232.60

Polycase

1111

Polycase
Cable
Gland

5

$1.99

1120

Fence

1

3

1121

2

1130

2

1140

10, 5ft
Stakes
Protective
Coating
Image
Capture
System

1

1200

2

1210

3

1211

3

1212

2

1220

3

1221

2

1230

3

1231

3

1232

Raspberry Pi
External
SSD
Yeacomm P21
LTE Router
Ethernet
Cable (2
foot)
Ethernet
Cable (1
foot)

1240

Router Antenna

1

1300

2

1310

2

1320

2

1330

1

1400

2

Qty

Power System
100 W Solar
Panel
Solar to DC
converter

-

-

Elevation

26

$2,212.00

-

Appendix 5: DVP&R

Appendix 6: Test Procedures
The tests performed and discussed here include the Battery Test, the Battery Heat Test, the Speed of
Code Test, the Remote Upload Speed Test, the Tripod Test, the Spray Test, the Fence Test, the Quality
Data Test, and the Coating Test.

Battery Test
Test Name:
Battery Test
Purpose:
Ensure that the system can successfully execute on battery power.
Scope:
Battery Power
Equipment:
• Battery
• Raspberry Pi
• Solar Panel
• Laptop with Ethernet cable
• Router
• Camera
• PoE Switch
• Power Strip
• Ethernet Cables
Hazards:
• Electrical components, high voltage
PPE Requirements:
• None
Facility: Solar Lab Patio
Procedure:
1. Gather components together at the solar lab
2. Ensure Raspberry Pi is connected to the power strip
3. Ensure the battery’s input port is connected to the solar panel
4. Ensure Solar Panel is positioned to maximize solar contact
5. Plug Raspberry Pi into the router via an Ethernet cable
6. Plug the PoE Switch into the router via an Ethernet cable
7. Plug the Camera’s PoE cable into the PoE Switch
8. Plug the PoE switch’s power cable into the power strip
9. Plug the router’s power cable into the power strip
10. Plug the power strip into the battery’s AC port and press the AC button to turn the
power on
11. Plug laptop into the Raspberry Pi via Ethernet
12. Use SSH to log into the Raspberry Pi from the laptop
13. Run captureImages.py to start the system execution
14. Wait 3 hours

15. Make sure the Raspberry Pi captured images for the whole 3 hours
a. Check the SkyImages folder
Results:
• Pass criteria: System ran the whole time
• Fail criteria: System didn’t run the whole time
Test Date(s): 2/28/22 - 5/26/22
Test Results:
Pass. Battery ran for 3 hours without running out of power or shutting off in a closed metal box.
5/26 Update: Fail. Battery shut off during Solar Farm test after 4 days of use.
Performed By: All members of TSI Sky Folk

Battery Heat Test
Test Name:
Battery Heat Test
Purpose:
Determine whether the Battery inside of the Polycase will get too hot. Our goal is to keep the
temperature of electrical components under 104°F as temperatures higher than 104°F can
damage the components.
Scope:
This test is to ensure that our battery doesn’t overheat during use. One of our key design
specifications is to guarantee that our system remains weatherproof. To be weatherproof, the
system needs to remain outdoors for extended periods of time without overheating.
Equipment:
• Polycase
• Battery
• Raspberry Pi
• Thermocouple Setup
o 2 Thermocouples
o 2 Amplifiers
o Wires for SPI
o Breadboard for Amps + Wires
• Canopy
• Solar Panel
• Laptop with Ethernet cable
Hazards:
• Hot metal parts
• Overheating of electrical components
PPE Requirements:
• Heat resistant gloves
Facility: Solar Lab Patio
Procedure:
1. Gather components together at the solar lab
2. Ensure Thermocouples are connected to Amplifiers
3. Ensure amplifiers are properly connected to Raspberry Pi’s Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI) via wires and breadboard
4. Ensure Raspberry Pi is connected to the battery’s AC Power supply
5. Ensure the battery’s input port is connected to the solar panel
6. Place Battery, Raspberry Pi, and Thermocouple setup in the Polycase
7. Ensure Solar Panel is positioned to maximize solar contact
8. Place one Thermocouple outside the Polycase to measure ambient temperature
9. Place the other Thermocouple among the electrical components in the box
10. Plug laptop into the Raspberry Pi via Ethernet
11. Use SSH to log into the Raspberry Pi from the laptop
12. Run the Thermocouple Python code on the Raspberry Pi

13. Close the Polycase as much as possible without damaging the components exiting the
box
14. Cover the box with the canopy, leaving enough room for air flow between the canopy
and Polycase
15. Wait 1 hour
16. Collect the results from the Raspberry Pi
Results:
• Pass criteria: Components don’t get over 104°F
• Fail criteria: Components are over 104°F
• Fail criteria: System shuts down of use
• Number of samples to test:
o Run the system for an hour
Test Date(s): 5/21/22
Test Results:
Pass. Average temperature was approximately 98.0 +- 0.05°F.
Performed By: All members of TSI Sky Folk

System Heat Test
Test Name:
System Heat Test
Purpose:
Determine whether the inside of the Polycase will get too hot for all of our electrical
components to function properly and safely. Our goal is to keep the temperature of electrical
components under 104°F as temperatures higher than 104°F can damage the components.
Scope:
This test is to ensure that our electrical components don’t overheat during use. One of our key
design specifications is to guarantee that our system remains weatherproof. To be
weatherproof, the system needs to remain outdoors for extended periods of time without
overheating.
Equipment:
• Polycase
• Battery
• Raspberry Pi
• Thermocouple Setup
o 2 Thermocouples
o 2 Amplifiers
o Wires for SPI
o Breadboard for Amps + Wires
• Canopy
• Solar Panel
• Laptop
• Camera
• PoE Switch
• Router
• Ethernet Cables
• Power Strip
Hazards:
• Hot metal parts
• Overheating of electrical components
PPE Requirements:
• Heat resistant gloves
Facility: Solar Lab Patio
Procedure:
1. Gather components together at the solar lab
2. Ensure Thermocouples are connected to Amplifiers
3. Ensure amplifiers are properly connected to Raspberry Pi’s Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI) via wires and breadboard
4. Ensure Raspberry Pi, Router, and PoE Switch are connected to the battery’s AC Power
supply via the power strip
5. Ensure the Router, Raspberry Pi, and PoE Switch are connected via Ethernet cables

6. Ensure the Camera’s PoE Cable is connected to the PoE Switch
7. Ensure the battery’s input port is connected to the solar panel
8. Place Battery, Router, Switch, Raspberry Pi, and Thermocouple setup in the Polycase
9. Plug solar panel into the battery’s power input port
10. Ensure Solar Panel is positioned to maximize solar contact
11. Place one Thermocouple outside the Polycase to measure ambient temperature
12. Place the other Thermocouple among the electrical components in the box
13. Plug laptop into the Raspberry Pi via Ethernet
14. Use SSH to log into the Raspberry Pi from the laptop
15. Run the Thermocouple Python code on the Raspberry Pi
16. Close the Polycase as much as possible without damaging the components exiting the
box
17. Cover the box with the canopy, leaving enough room for air flow between the canopy
and Polycase
18. Wait 1 hour
19. Collect the results from the Raspberry Pi
Results:
• Pass criteria: Components don’t get over 104°F
• Fail criteria: Components are over 104°F
• Fail criteria: System shuts down of use
• Number of samples to test:
o Run the system for an hour
Test Date(s): 5/21/22
Test Results:
Pass. Average temperature was approximately 98.0 +- 0.05°F.
Performed By:
All members of TSI Sky Folk

Speed of Code Test
Test Name:
Speed of Code Test
Purpose:
Make sure the software components can run fast enough for the system to function properly.
Scope:
Image capture system
Equipment:
Raspberry Pi, Monitor, keyboard, mouse, camera, router, ethernet cords
Hazards:
Carpal tunnel syndrome from prolonged coding
PPE Requirements:
None
Facility:
Solar Lab
Procedure:
1. Write code to measure average software execution time
2. Go to solar lab
3. Plug in Raspberry Pi and router to battery
4. Connect Raspberry Pi, camera, and Router via Ethernet
5. Connect monitor, keyboard, and mouse to raspberry pi
6. Start code and wait for average execution time to reach a steady state
7. Record result and compare to pass criteria
Results:
• Pass criteria: Change camera setting, take image, compress image, upload to internet
can be achieved 3 times every 30 seconds.
• Fail criteria: Change camera setting, take image, compress image, upload to internet
cannot be achieved 3 times every 30 seconds.
Test Date(s): 2/25/22
Test Results:
Pass. Change camera setting, take image, compress image, upload to internet can be completed
3 times in approximately 4.86 seconds.
Performed By:
Ryan Maier

Remote Upload Speed Test
Test Name:
Remote Upload Speed Test
Purpose:
See how fast images can be uploaded over our wireless service at the solar farm
Scope:
Image capture system – Save images
Equipment:
Router w/ SIM card, Raspberry Pi, laptop, ethernet cords, battery, power cords
Hazards:
Sensitive and expensive electronic equipment could get damaged or dirty at the solar farm
without proper preparation.
PPE Requirements:
None
Facility:
Gold Tree Solar Farm
Procedure:
1. Write code to time image upload
2. Go to solar farm
3. Plug in Raspberry Pi and router to battery
4. Connect Raspberry Pi and Router via Ethernet
5. SSH onto Raspberry Pi via laptop and other ethernet cord
6. Start code and wait for it to finish
7. Save results and analyze
Results:
• Pass criteria: less that 5 seconds per image in at least one upload strategy
• Fail criteria: more than 5 seconds per image in all upload strategies
Test Date(s): 5/4/22, 5/20/22
Test Results:
Fail. Data was able to be uploaded remotely from the solar farm sporadically.
5/20 Update: Fail again. Internet connection still sporadically failed.
Performed By:
Ryan Maier

Tripod Test
Test Name:
Tripod Test
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to determine whether the tripod will be stable at the solar farm and
not tip over.
Scope
The scope of this test is to determine whether wind will eventually knock over the tripod during
operation of our system.
Equipment:
• one AdirPro 740-02-ELV Universal Contractor's Elevating Aluminum Tripod
Hazards:
Tripod could fall and hit someone in the head
PPE Requirements:
Avoid falling tripods
Facility: Gold Tree Solar Farm
Procedure:
1. Travel to Gold Tree Solar Farm
2. Set up tripod on dirt patch
3. Ensure tripod is properly leveled
4. Extend tripod to maximum height
5. Check back in two weeks to see if tripod has fallen over
Results:
The results of this experiment will be a simple pass-fail criterion. If the tripod is knocked over,
then it has failed. If it stays up, then it passes. If the test does end up failing, we will need to
consider alternate ways of keeping the tripod steady.
Test Date(s): 5/5/22
Test Results:
Pass. Tripod was able to last a week in heavy wind conditions without falling over. (5/5 - 5/12)
Performed By: Benjamin Forest

Spray Test
Test Name:
Spray Test
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to check the installation of the cable glands in the Polycase to ensure
that no leakage occurs.
Scope:
This tests for the weatherproof specification. If this test fails, we do not meet the requirements
for a weatherproof system.
Equipment:
• Polycase w/ Cable Gland Installed
• Spray Bottle Filled with Water
Hazards:
• Water damage to electrical components if all the water is not cleaned after the test.
PPE Requirements:
• Paper towels
• Make sure no electrical equipment is inside at the time of test
Facility: Solar Lab
Procedure:
1. Set Polycase down on the ground.
2. Completely close Polycase to ensure no water can get through.
3. Spray around the cable gland with the water filled spray bottle in order to determine if
water leakage occurs.
4. Repeat at different angles of the cable gland.
Results:
• Pass Criteria – No water enters the Polycase
• Fail Criteria – Water enters the Polycase
• Number of tests: 3-5
o Run the test spraying the cable gland at different angles to completely check the
installation
▪ I.e. spray the cable gland from above in one test; spray the cable gland
straight on in another test
Test Date(s): 5/18/22, 5/21/22
Test Results:
2 out of the 3 cable glands passed the spray test by inspection. One cable gland allowed a bit of
water in due to a deformity, and will have to be replaced.
5/21 Update: Replaced the broken cable gland and all 3 cable glands prevented water from
entering.
Performed By:
All members of TSI

Fence Test
Test Name:
Fence Test
Purpose:
Verify structural integrity of perimeter fence. Provide load cases to the fence to determine if
the fence is secure.
Scope:
This test is to ensure that our electrical components don’t overheat during use. One of our key
design specifications is to guarantee that our system remains weatherproof. In order to be
weatherproof, the system needs to remain outdoors for extended periods of time without
overheating.
This test can occur before the verification prototype is complete as the only required
equipment is the fence and the stakes that will hold up the fence.
Equipment:
• Fence
• Stakes
• Hammer
Hazards:
• Sharp tips at the end of stakes
PPE Requirements:
• None
Facility: Gold Tree Solar Far
Procedure:
1. Place stakes in the stake parts of the garden fence.
2. Hammer fence stakes into the ground.
3. Continue hammer fence posts into the ground until a perimeter is formed.
4. Provide varying load cases to the fence.
a. Examples: push fence, run into fence, pretend to be a sheep and walk into fence,
Results:
• Pass criteria: Fence doesn’t fall over or deform
• Fail criteria: Fence deforms
• Fail criteria: Fence falls over
Test Date(s): 5/18/22
Test Results:
Pass. Fence did not fall down with various applied loads. Including Ryan attempting to walk into
fence and shaking the fence.
Performed By: Ryan Maier

Quality Data Test
Test Name:
Quality Data Test
Purpose:
Ensure that image quality can be successfully optimized
Scope:
Image capture
Equipment:
Router, Raspberry Pi, camera, ethernet cords, monitor, mouse, keyboard
Hazards:
Slight electric shock, carpal tunnel syndrome
PPE Requirements:
None
Facility:
Solar Lab
Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1. Write code to change camera settings
2. Go to solar lab
3. Plug in Raspberry Pi and router to battery
4. Connect Raspberry Pi, camera, and Router via Ethernet
5. Open camera’s internet GUI
6. Start code and observe camera’s live feed via the GUI
7. Verify that the camera settings change during code execution
Results:
• Pass criteria: Change camera setting code successfully changes the camera setting.
• Fail criteria: Change camera setting code does not successfully change the camera
setting.
Test Date(s): 2/14/22
Test Results:
Pass. The camera settings successfully changed during code execution
Performed By:
Ryan Maier

Coating Test
Test Name: Coating Test
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to determine whether coatings can be beneficial to our camera cover
(at reducing UV rays passing through, and water from staining it).
Scope:
The scope of this test is to determine whether coatings will help prolong the life of our camera
cover (decrease rate of yellowing and staining).
Equipment:
• 5 Polycarbonate sheets
• black construction paper
• hydrophobic coating
• UV coating
• 6 quarters
Hazards:
Fumes from coating if hazardous
PPE Requirements: None
Facility: Cal Poly Solar Lab Patio
Procedure:
1. Spray one sheet with UV coating, another with hydrophobic, another with
UVàhydrophobic, another with hydrophobicàUV, another with no coating
2. Place black construction paper on ground in sunny area
3. Weigh down paper in corners with heavy objects
4. Place 5 polycarbonate sheets on construction paper, with a single quarter underneath
each sheet
5. Place sixth quarter directly on black paper
6. Wait 3 days so paper has time to stain
7. Observe results
Results:
We can compare the staining compared to the unstained area under the coin, as well as the
area of paper that wasn’t covered with any sheets. These results are entirely qualitative and are
based on the relative staining of different sheets. We will also pour water on each sheet at the
end of the experiment, and let it dry. We will repeat this multiple times and see if there are
mineral deposits being left on any sheet.
Test Date(s): 2/7/22, 5/4/22
Test Results:
Fail. Test was originally performed on February 7, 2022. The test was a failure as the black
construction paper and setup either blew away or someone took it down. The test also failed
because when the coating was applied to the polycarbonate it introduced additional cloudiness
which would block the camera.
5/4 Update: Could not figure out a way to apply coating without introducing cloudiness
Performed By: Benjamin Forest

